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The following report contains statements that are forward-looking, including expectations and predictions 

regarding future industry trends and developments. The actual results may differ materially from our expecta-

tions or projections. In addition to the factors that are mentioned in this report that could cause a difference, 

there is information about other factors that can be found in the periodic reports filed by aQuantive, Inc. with 

the Securities and Exchange Commission. This report also contains opinions, estimates and forward-look-

ing statements by industry leaders. Such statements are the personal opinions of the individuals quoted and 

should not be attributed to any other entity or individual. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance 

upon forward-looking statements, which speak only as to the date of this document. Except as required by 

law, Avenue A | Razorfish and aQuantive undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking or other 

statements in this document, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

The signs were all there. As we entered 2006, new technologies and services were 

creating a very different Web environment. The sudden success (and purchase) of 

MySpace had everyone’s attention, and the growth of Facebook indicated MySpace 

was not an anomaly. Blogs were clearly established, and legions of bloggers had 

found both a voice and an audience. The growing popularity of video on the Web 

was well established. “Tagging” had become a part of the lexicon, as consumers 

shared everything from photos to Web sites. The static Web was being replaced. 

In retrospect, the massive digital disruption we’ve experienced over the last 12 

months should have been anticipated. But it seems few were fully prepared for the 

speed and depth of the changes. Perhaps it’s because the changes weren’t just 

about what Web sites became popular or what new technologies were introduced. 

Rather, it was a broader cultural change. Consumers’ expectations of their media 

evolved. The places they trusted to provide information and entertainment changed. 

New outlets for consumers to express themselves emerged.

In this environment, marketers are being forced to retire some long-accepted 

strategies for connecting with customers. In place of those dated approaches, the 

new digital landscape presents a chance for companies to have new, deeper, and 

more relevant engagement with consumers. Given the growth of interactive in 2006, 

it’s clear that marketers have recognized this opportunity and are ready to embrace 

the era of digital disruption.

	 Jeff Lanctot 
 SVP, Global Media Lead 
 Seattle
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Given the surge of interest in digital advertising in 2006, the 
advertising industry might be nearing a time when it’s necessary 
to recreate a famous quote on advertising effectiveness. We’re 
heading toward the day when a modern-day Wanamaker can quip, 
“I know half of my advertising works; I just don’t know what to do 
with the half I don’t give to digital.” 

The impact, reach, and accountability of digital marketing resulted 
in strong growth for many Web publishers. Google enjoyed another 
incredibly successful year, but many others did as well. MSN, 
Yahoo!, and AOL all earned healthy increases in media billings from 
Avenue A | Razorfish. MySpace and Facebook began to monetize 
their massive audiences, becoming destinations for advertisers. 
Blogs and others on the “long tail” became a welcome alternative 
for readers and marketers alike.



Avenue A | RAzoRfish spending/pRicing AnAlysis 
Avenue A | Razorfish’s 2006 Online Media Billings* totaled $542 million, with 
media purchased on 863 individual sites. This spending was up 30% over 
2005 and 73% since 2004. With a trend move toward higher-impact, 
higher-cost ad units, cpMs increased 18.8% over 2005 prices.  

While Yahoo!, MSN, and AOL were 
all maligned at times during the 
year, the portals gained a significant 
share of spend over last year. Driven 
by a substantial increase in brand 
advertising, the category jumped 
from 13% of overall spending in 2005 
to 24% in 2006. The Ad network 
category dropped from 12% to 11% 
of billings. There are signs that 
these billings are becoming more 
concentrated, with the top networks 
capturing a larger percentage of 
spending in this category. This may 
foreshadow consolidation among 
ad networks, and will be a trend to 
follow in 2007.

As forecasted in the 2006 Outlook Report, search spending was down 
slightly as a percentage of total billings from 2005, dropping from 31% to 
28%. Many of the marketers that fueled the growth in billings over the last 
year were brand advertisers that spent significantly more on display media 
than search. This was most noticeable in Q4, when a spike in spending 
benefited display significantly more than search.

Note that in previous Outlook Reports, an “Other” category was 
included in the spend breakout (9% of billings in 2005). This year all 
dollars were assigned to one of the four categories, above left, and 
the “Other” category was eliminated.

* Media Billings includes all digital media managed in the U.S. on behalf of Avenue A | Razorfish clients.

9The breakout of spend within the vertical 
category saw a significant shift in 2006, 
with News, Reference, Business, and 
Entertainment all up considerably over 2005. 
While communities and social networks 
have sometimes been seen as a service 
looking for a revenue model, spending in 
that category was up 69% year-over-year 
and 216% since 2004. As a result of that 
increase, the Community category tied with 
entertainment as the vertical with the 
largest share of billings.



A GiAnt SlumberS no more 
On August 2, 2006, AOL announced 
that it would begin giving away what 
had been subscription services. It would 
turn its resources and investments to the 
advertising business, officially recognizing 
that the subscription model that had long 
driven the company was dying a slow 
death. While the move was not a surprise, 
it had an almost immediate effect on AOL’s 
performance as a media seller. The billings 
directed to AOL in the second half of 2006 
tripled those of the first half of the year.  

SeArch And diSplAy 
Advertisers have long turned to Yahoo! for all types of 
advertising solutions, but there has been a significant 

change in where dollars are directed. Media purchased 
on Yahoo! have shifted aggressively from search to 

display advertising over the last two years, with the most 
prominent change coming in 2006.

more for mountAin View 
For the last two years, Google’s billings growth has outpaced that of 
the search category, all display billings and total media billings. Google’s 
growth comes primarily in search. The AdSense network is not yet 
established as a destination for display advertisers and brand marketers.

OTHER NOTABLE 
TRENDS
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The MOveRS 
A number of properties experienced strong year-over-year 
growth in billings, but none more than this group. AOL, 
MySpace, and Travelzoo easily outpaced overall billings growth, 
as well as the growth in their respective categories.

chANGe IS hARd 
While many traditional media  

companies have made a significant 
push to extend their brands online, 
it remains an uphill struggle. Some, 

including CNN.com, ESPN.com, and 
NYTimes.com, have well-established 
online properties that continue to see 

healthy increases in ad dollars. However, 
in total the online brands of broadcast, 

cable, newspaper, and magazine 
properties earned only 9.5% of Avenue 

A | Razorfish media billings in 2006.

MSN RISING 
While MSN has not experienced the overall growth that 
many expected, the property continues to be a prime 
destination for both brand and direct-response advertisers. 
Spend with MSN has grown aggressively over the last three 
years, with 2006 being particularly successful.
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Digital Buzz



Tags of The Times 
A look at the tag cloud from 
the Avenue A | Razorfish wiki, 
February 2007
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The Buzz List
sites and services that have the agency talking 
 
Ambrielle.com 
Annotation layers 
Apollo 
BitTorrent 
Brightcove 
Centiare.com 
Community Connect 
Digg 
Enpocket 
Etsy.com  
Flip.com 
Gather 
Gliffy.com 
HowStuffWorks.com 
Humanized.com 
JuiceCaster 
Krugle 
Lala.com 
Lifehacker 
LX.TV 
M:Metrics 
Medio 
Meetup 
MIT Advertising Lab 

Mobile Media on Demand 
Multi-touch interfaces 
Newsvine 
NYTimes.com 
Pandora 
PerezHilton.com 
RFID 
Rocketboom 
Safari 
Second Life 
Semantic Web 
Springwise.com 
Subsidized mobile content 
Technorati 
TEDTalks 
ThisNext.com   
Wetpaint 
Widgets and gadgets 
Wikiasari 
wikiCalc 
Windows Vista 
Wists.com  
Ypulse

If change and uncertainty bring opportunity, the possibilities 
ahead are seemingly endless. On his internal blog, the 
Worldwide President of Avenue A | Razorfish, Clark Kokich, 
invited the agency’s employees around the globe to join a 
conversation about the opportunities ahead.

excerpt from Clark’s Blog: 
3 Big Bets for 2007 
19th January, 2007 by Clark Kokich

Every January we set our agenda for the coming year. We look at the changing digital landscape and make our big 
bets: What is going to be truly important this year? What are the trends that create threats and opportunities for our 
clients? How are we going to respond? Where do we put the focus of our investment and innovation?

immersive media. The design, development and integration of rich media and interactive video across multiple 
digital platforms will become the key to eliciting an emotional response from users. Static, page-based design is 
giving way to deep, immersive experiences, all driven by the advent of rich Internet application technologies. 

integrated Digital marketing. The digital channel is splintering into a wide range of customer experiences  
(RSS, widgets, blogs, web video, mobile, search, email, VOD, podcasting, etc.) Successful marketers will design, 
manage, track, and optimize rich experiences across the full range of this continuum. 

Consumer Participation. Smart clients have started to enable consumer and marketer dialog through the ongoing 
design and optimization of social media and social networks. This trend will accelerate in 2007 as we continue to 
mine this platform to alter the way products and services are developed, marketed, positioned, and sold. 

Let’s use this post as a means to starting a dialog on these critical changes in our marketplace. What are the keys 
to thriving in this new environment? Where are we successful? Where are we still struggling to find answers? What 
is the most innovative work we’ve done this year? What are the stickiest problems we’re working on right now?

I’m going to follow this thread daily. Let’s create a vigorous forum for the discussion of opportunities, issues,  
and ideas.  

Posted in Clark | 30 comments
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The Avenue A | Razorfish media team anonymously voted on the publishers who have the best combination of audience, 
service, performance, and creativity. In a year when many impressed, these publishers stood out above all others.

Publishers of the Year–2006

Publisher of the Year–East:

Publisher of the Year–West:

Publisher of the Year–Central:

Entertainment:

Sports:

Business & Finance:

Health:

Travel:

Community:

Tech:

News:

“Great service. Creativity. Flexibility. A passion 
for their product and for finding ways to push 
innovation within their organization. A desire to 
understand clients’ objectives and not to retrofit 
them into their own. The hallmarks of great 
Web publishers are obvious, yet subjective and 
elusive. Those who are focused on delivering 
real solutions are best positioned to become 
partners to agencies and advertisers.”

– Sarah Baehr
 VP Media
 New York

Blue  hex #0A6FA7
 RGB 10, 111, 167
Black hex #000000
 RGB 0, 0, 0

WebMD logo          WEB VERSION 
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Digital Media (R)evolution



Some radical shifts are afoot in the media landscape. The typically rock-solid foundation of 
the TV upfronts took on a different cast in 2006 as major media advertisers struggled with 
how to allocate budgets in the face of shifting consumer behavior, declining confidence in 
traditional media, and a seemingly endless proliferation of new-media channels available 
for delivering messages and reaching consumers. The rise of YouTube to a mass-media 
level, and its subsequent acquisition by Google, became yet another sign of a significant 
reprioritization by both consumers and content producers as to how, when, and where 
they are consuming media, and what in fact they are engaged in consuming.

Across all media channels, marketers face the difficult challenge of “breaking through the 
clutter” as the scale of media immersion in daily life exceeds all prior benchmarks. The 
sheer volume, variety, and availability of media channels have resulted in cultural change. 
So, too, have consumer behaviors.

“Time-shifting,” a behavior brought on by technologies like Video on Demand (VOD), 
Digital Video Recorders (DVRs) including TiVo, and the introduction of video capabilities 
for portable media devices such as iPods, has separated the consumer experience of 
video media from a specific time of day, and even from the television itself.

The increasing availability of high-quality, desirable media being made available specifically 
on devices and locations OTHER than the living-room TV has come to be known as 
“place-shifting.” Consumers have embraced place-shifting, by watching videos and TV 
programs on their PCs, iPods, and Sony PSPs. The introduction of products like Slingbox 
(which allows users to view programs from their living-room TV on any Internet-connected 
computer, anyplace) promises to accelerate this trend.

Perhaps the most striking shifting behavior occurring among all media channels is the 
shifting of authority from typical control points to some rather unexpected ones.

“Authority-shifting” can be characterized in several different ways. The primary place we 
see this happening is in the seemingly meteoric rise of consumer-generated media (CGM) 
and citizen journalism–type behaviors. In these places, where average citizens are creating 
their own TV programs and episodic video “diaries,” blogging the “real facts” around a 
breaking story or issue, and creating their own communities online and elsewhere, we see 
a cultural shift in perceived authority over media “ownership” away from networks, studios, 
and publishers head toward the masses. 

As a result, the combination of time- and place-shifting behavior decides what is and is not worthy 
of audiences’ attention, shifting away from mass-media platforms and squarely into the hands of 
individual consumers. Often discussed as the phenomenon of “consumer control,” authority-shifting 
is perhaps the most startling upshot brought about by the extreme democratization of media creation, 
distribution, and consumption.

Several factors have led to this democratization. Enabling creation technologies such as Apple iLife 
and other consumer-oriented content creation suites has made Web publishing of audio, video, and 
text relatively easy, risk free, and inexpensive compared with recent years. The recent availability of 
low- or no-cost distribution platforms ranging from the more amateur-focused YouTube (which serves 
an estimated 100 million video views a day in the U.S.) to the more professionally minded Brightcove 
(which enables the professional content creator to monetize their content through advertising via 
narrow broadcast channels online) has completed the picture for consumers who want to control 
the media they consume, and gives others the ability to interact with the media they themselves are 
creating.

Six broad themes are driving the changes seen in media today: Personalization, Collaboration and 
Community, Visualization, Ubiquity, Immediacy, and Monetization. While each is important on its own, 
the collective impact has fundamentally changed the media industry’s rules of how content is created, 
distributed, and paid for. 

Personalization:
Consumers are adopting personalization and the technologies that make it possible. The opportunity 
for advertisers is immense, affording the ability to reach self-selecting audiences with targeted 
messages in an environment that they themselves control. Google Home pages (among others) use 
AJAX technology and “gadget”-type functionality to allow subscribers to create a custom dashboard 
home page, pulling in RSS feeds, clocks and calendars, and other data into one place. Marketers 
are experimenting with creating their their own gadgets for these pages, and large media companies 
are realizing (all over again) the value of the “Home Page.” Comedy Central offers a “Joke of the 
Day” gadget for Google Home, NPR features a tool for reviewing news headlines, and YouTube has 
recently implemented a viewing tool that allows users to browse daily video from their own home page 
as opposed to visiting the site. The Flickr Nugget can be linked to any Flickr photo-sharing account, 
and automatically displays the latest photos from the linked account right in the page.
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Nothing exemplifies personalization behaviors more than the 
intensely personal world of mobile content. The form factor and 
nature of mobile, that it is always on and always with the user, 
has bred a culture and industry around offering consumers 
tools and media for personalizing their devices. EA Games 
(formerly Jamdat) and many other companies have created 
large businesses offering people custom ring tones, wallpapers, 
and games to personalize their phones. Other companies such as 
LimeLife are focused on the needs of niche audiences exclusively, 
offering a spectrum of content, applications, and personalization 
features specifically designed for women. Ringback tones are 
the latest entry in this world, allowing users to specify a song or 
ring tone that incoming callers hear instead of a ringer when dialing 
a friend who has one. This year Helio marketed its “non-phone” 
almost exclusively on its ability to access MySpace Mobile via an 
exclusive partnership, effectively merging the wildly popular trend 
of personalized Web pages with personal mobile communications. 
Mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) like Helio are betting 
on consumers’ desire to completely personalize their phones, 
with companies like Boost Mobile, Amp’d, and Virgin Mobile 
all offering robust personalization features on their networks that 
range from custom music video channels to live chat and direct-
connect social networking features.

Both Visible World and Spot Runner have developed 
technologies that dynamically assemble elements of TV 
commercials on the fly. They allow for unique versions of ad 
messages to reflect dynamic calls to action or promotional 
offers, and to be delivered to audiences based on geography 
or other contextual factors. Behavioral targeting, a new twist 

Web 2.0 is a name 
given to a tipping 
point. Understanding 
how we arrived at 
the tipping point 
and what comes 
after are much more 
important than the 
trendiness of the 
tipping point itself.
	 –	Amy	Vickers		
	 	 National	Director	of		
	 	 Enterprise	Solutions	
	 	 New	York

Significant Trends, 
Players, and Innovators

on personalization of interactive message delivery, takes the collection 
and use of data one step further by capturing consumer behavior in 
and around the ad unit and applying that information to subsequent ad 
impressions, allowing for a consumer’s indicated interest in one ad to 
determine how the next ad gets presented and what it contains. The  
real potential of this kind of personalization in digital media has yet to  
be realized. 

Simply narrowing the top of the funnel, i.e., using personalization data 
to target and deliver relevance, is only half of the equation in the new-
media landscape. The more significant opportunity revolves around 
“collaborative personalization”—allowing users to engage with, 
control, and indicate interests and preferences around media and 
messages, and in return offering them dynamic online experiences that 
are relevant to them.

Collaboration and Community:
Collaboration and community behaviors and technology seemed to 
consume the lion’s share of media headlines in 2006. Consumer-
generated media (CGM) has taken off among users who have 
announced, as the astounding growth of blogging and YouTube will 
attest, that they want dialogue—with each other, with brands and 
marketers, and with the old-guard content creation communities of 
Hollywood and network television.

The challenge for advertisers will be how to position themselves 
meaningfully in the world of two-way conversation with consumers. 
Simply look at two approaches to Super Bowl advertising in 2007. 
Doritos invited any and all to submit 30-second spots featuring Doritos 
products online. The winning spot aired, unedited, in a pre-purchased 
high-profile placement during the Super Bowl. Similarly, the NFL itself 
invited consumers to create the “Super Ad,” with the winners’ creation 
also airing during the program. Never before has the average media 
consumer had the opportunity to interact with, and potentially control, the 
massive megaphone of mass media in such a way, and consumers have 
clearly caught the bug.

“The inevitable 
shape of things is 
television viewing 
experiences that are 
highly interactive, 
very Web-like. This 
has tremendous 
potential to deliver 
more value and 
relevancy to 
consumers, and 
a more engaged 
and measurable 
audience to 
marketers.”

–	 Patrick	Moorhead		
Manager	of	Research		
and	Development		
Philadelphia
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Wikipedia and similar technologies are reshaping the way information is cataloged 
and categorized by leveraging the input of thousands of users in a collaborative 
fashion. Blogs like The Smoking Gun and podcasts like Rocketboom seem to 
routinely make national news, with CNN now covering blog postings as a part of 
its regular daily broadcasts. In the case of Rocketboom host and creator Amanda 
Congdon, blogging and podcasting were the platform that launched her into 
mainstream media, with appearances in music videos and on morning talk shows, 
and a current development deal for a serial show with HBO.

Combining community and collaboration, new technologies like Swicki and Rollyo 
allow individuals and groups of users to create their own content-specific search 
engines, with groups determining the relevance and value of the results.

Perhaps the highest-profile example of this trend is the wildly popular Second Life, 
the three-dimensional virtual-reality community platform. Users actually engage, 
via personalized avatars, in “real-life” activities like dating, starting businesses, and 
“hanging out” in this online world, complete with its own economy and currency. To 
many people’s surprise, real dollars are flowing into, and out of, Second Life. Already 
automakers and other product marketers have established “storefronts” in Second 
Life, including retailer American Apparel, Starbucks, IBM, and Wells Fargo.

There are strong indications that elements of the Second Life user experience 
may find their way to Web locations outside of the Second Life platform. Theorists 
envision browsing through shelves of books, picking them up, and leafing through 
them via an avatar, before literally walking to the checkout counter and paying for 
them. This virtual purchase results in the actual, “first-life” product being shipped and 
delivered to your location.

Other versions of this scenario include filling a virtual shopping cart at an online 
grocer, experimenting in virtual first person with new phone-handset features, or 
“trying on” clothing and shoes that ultimately get added to your real-world closet.

Visualization: 
The most obvious innovations in this space have to do with community and 
collaborative behaviors on wikis, blogs, and similar platforms. Tag clouds are a 

means for the more popular terms and topics on a Web site to 
be presented and weighted visually. The larger the specific topic 
or term appears in the cloud, the more popular that term has 
been made by users of the site, allowing visitors to quickly and 
intuitively determine what most people are reading and saying 
in a collaborative environment. Digg Labs offers a unique visual 
method of understanding the immense and fast-paced volume 
of information being discussed on its Web site via the “Stack” 
and “Swarm” visualization tools. In both cases, the goal is to 
quickly and efficiently display a large amount of information in an 
intuitive and compact manner.

Much of this thinking can be attributed to increased awareness 
of the work of Edward Tufte, a Yale professor and widely 
recognized expert in the field of viewing complex information. 
A similar, but more inherently visual, approach to the Digg 
tools can be seen in Marumushi’s Newsmap interface for the 
Google News service. This visualization tool aggregates all of 
the current news headlines on the Google News service and 
displays them in a color-coded interface. Colored boxes indicate 
the genre of the news topic, and the scale and position of the 
box in the interface visually indicate the popularity of the news 
story, determined by how many times the news feed has been 
accessed. All of this happens in real time; the interface is a 
dynamic visual snapshot of the consumption behavior of actual 
users around the news.

In the world of operating systems, Microsoft’s Windows Vista 
has integrated a number of intuitive visual navigation features, 
all aimed at making access to a wide variety of information 
more intuitive for the user. Windows Vista gadgets will allow 
publishers and marketers alike to create small, highly functional 
modules known as “widgets” that will live directly on the desktop 
of the user. These can be configured to deliver up-to-date 
news, stock quotes, product deals and specials, or any other 
functionality developers can dream up.

BEST PRACTiCES FOR ViRTuAL WORLDS 

Be a Good Neighbor 

 

• Be Humble – Brands that have been  

 rejected by the Second Life community went  

 in presuming that they would be successful   

 without respecting the culture they were  

 asking to be a part of. Entering and being  

 accepted in any online community requires  

 the same approach as you would take offline;  

 respect the community, its rules (both written  

 and unwritten), and its residents. 

• Add More to the Community Than You  

 Take – In order to be successful in the virtual  

 community, you will need to work hard to  

 overcome the poor perception of earlier  

 forays by other brands. This means making  

 sure that you make a significant contribution  

 to the betterment of the community,  

 preferably a bigger contribution than you take  

 back out of it.

• understand and Accept Your Neighbors  

 – Second Life has a quirky, unique culture  

 that encourages creativity, self-expression,  

 and (at times) wild behavior. If you understand  

 and accept this, designing your presence to  

 respect this culture, you will be accepted and  

 lauded for your efforts.
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In the most extreme cases, visualization technology has 
completely escaped the PC and its usual modes of interaction. 
One of the best examples of this can be found in Chicago’s 
O’Hare Airport. Making the interface of the future as depicted in 
the film Minority	Report a reality, travelers in O’Hare can access 
the Web and travel and baggage info among a host of other 
information and tools by standing in front of a giant digital wall. 
Users manipulate the interface with gestures, literally pointing, 
dragging, and throwing windows around the screen using 
nothing more than their own hands and arms. U.S. retailer Polo 
has deployed a similar interface in the window of its Manhattan 
flagship, allowing visitors to browse products in this manner when 
the store is closed.

ubiquity: 
Increasingly, digital channels are becoming pervasive and holistic 
components of everyday life. Technology is continually creating 
new methods of inserting itself into every corner of our daily lives. 
This is perhaps more apparent outside of the online world, where 
mobile devices and applications continue to surround consumers 
with information and functionality.

QR (Quick Response) Codes are one technology being 
implemented by marketers to take advantage of the penetration 
of mobile devices and convergence and ubiquity of media.

Working with Avenue A | Razorfish’s Hong Kong office, e-
Crusade, Nike promoted its “Play Beautiful” message via an 
integrated digital marketing campaign during World Football 
2006. The campaign drove users to the Nike Joga Bonito Web 
site, where they could win a ticket (in the form of a QR Code) to 
the Nike Finale Football event by participating in activities such 
as a quiz. Users were pushed the QR Code through their mobile 
device, either as an SMS picture or via a WAP link. QR Code was 
also printed on outdoor materials, allowing users to take a picture 
of the Code instead.

BEST PRACTiCES FOR WEB DESiGN  

iN A WEB 2.0 ENViRONMENT

New Rules, New Roles 

• Information design and data visualization are  

 becoming increasingly important. Visual  

 designers and IAs must leverage each other’s  

 expertise to determine the best solution;  

 strategists can help here, too, by providing  

 quantitative reportage on what works.

• Traditionally “behind-the-scenes” technical  

 architecture is being pulled forward into business  

 strategy; technical architects and information  

 architects need to leverage each other’s  

 expertise; presentation-layer developers, IAs,  

 and visual designers must vigorously collaborate  

 to determine the most useable, re-useable,  

 functional, and delightful user experience  

 possible.

• Content strategists, especially those skilled  

 in controlled vocabularies and those adept  

 at branding content, are fast becoming critical  

 lynchpins.

• The decoupling of content from interface and  

 the multiplication of possible interfaces have  

 significantly complicated considerations for  

 interaction design. User experience (UX)  

 professionals, functional analysts, and interaction 

 designers must more frequently consider the  

 nuanced behaviors of interface controls.

• Information architects and content strategists  

 are increasingly focused on metadata and  

 pattern libraries; both disciplines must master  

 the nuances of these methods; additionally,  

 user experience professionals must adapt  

 user-centered design principle to emerging 

 solution options.

Upon presentation and verification of this QR Code by a scanner, 
users were allowed to pass through the Finale event gate.

Avenue A l Razorfish’s IdeaLab has also experimented with the 
use of QR Codes. Smartpox (www.smartpox.com) is an online 
community that allows members to encode URL links, phone 
numbers, e-mail, and text into 2-D barcodes. These codes can 
then be read using a camera phone running the Java-powered 
Smartpox reader. This viral messaging application enables 
people to link their offline world with their online world, creating 
encoded messages to share with friends, acquaintances, or 
complete strangers. Members can also use the site to meet and 
collaborate with other members on Smartpox projects.

The nascent field of proximity marketing uses narrowband 
broadcast technologies like Bluetooth, and companies like 
BlueCasting and Quikker, to deploy systems that beam 
messages and tools directly to consumer devices when they 
come in range of the broadcast location. In one such execution, 
Land Rover conducted an experiment in navigation by loading 
a new Discovery into the back of a cargo plane and using 
the vehicle’s built-in satellite navigation system to guide the 
plane’s journey across the Mediterranean Sea. The entire thing 
was captured in a documentary film, which was subsequently 
distributed directly to mobile devices among passersby in Times 
Square using the BlueCasting technology. 

A less extreme example of the ubiquity of digital channels is the 
continued growth and popularity of location-based mobile and 
online services. GeoTagging allows users to leave “notes” and 
bookmarks attached to specific locations, either on a Google 
Maps interface or, in some cases, in virtual space accessible by 
mobile devices. The promise of this is a future where consumers 
can access actual user-created restaurant reviews simply by 
standing in front of the restaurant and invoking GPS-based 
services. Recently released reports from eMarketer show 
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that location-based services are among the most desirable features 
consumers are looking for in wireless data usage. Having instant access 
to local news, weather, sports, maps, and directions, among other 
features, is a distinct indicator of how digital technologies continue to 
surround consumers at every turn.

immediacy: 
Connecting and accessing digital information on demand is already a 
feature of many emerging channels, as the phenomena of vlogging (video 
blogging) and moblogging (mobile blogging) indicate. In both cases, 
consumers want to be able to submit and retrieve personal information 
on the fly and on the go. Services like JuiceCaster from Juice Wireless 
allow consumers to upload photos and videos straight from their phones 
onto shared Web pages, alerting their buddies automatically so they can 
view them on their own mobiles.

The limitations of existing media—magazines, television, and even 
podcasts—were the inspiration for MMOD (Mobile Media on 
Demand), another research project from Avenue A l Razorfish’s IdeaLab. 
The inability of these media forms to efficiently and conveniently entertain 
and inform active, on-the-go users presented an opportunity to explore 
a new twist on podcasting. MMOD is a consumer-facing engine that 
enables custom podcasts delivered on demand in a single download. 
Besides providing value and convenience to the consumer, the MMOD 
engine offers content producers the ability to automatically insert 
inextricable advertising that does not render as a separate chapter and 
cannot be skipped.

Monetization:
If 2006 was the year of proliferation and distribution among emerging 
channels, 2007 is likely to be about sorting out how to monetize all 
of the new-media real estate. Most if not all of these companies have 
developed (or are expected to soon develop) their products and services 
to include an ad model. Most agree the pre-roll ad messaging is NOT 
the preferred method of monetizing on-demand and online video, for 

example, but few have introduced a viable alternative. Companies 
such as Panache, Atlas, Navic, and Tandberg seem headed down 
the right path in solving this challenge, offering a method of placing 
advertising in and around video that works for marketers in terms of 
access and awareness, while not annoying consumers by interfering 
with the user experience of the “my content, my time, my way” 
mentality.

The central challenge facing all involved is not creating an ad model 
for revenue, but creating the right ad model for revenue—one that 
provides the right value to the advertiser and the right experience to 
the consumer, and at the right price and in the right format for both. 
If sorting out this complex puzzle was tough before, it is quickly 
becoming even harder as content migrates freely between different 
media platforms (mobile to TV, broadband to everywhere . . .) and 
audiences assume more control and authority, becoming ever more 
fragmented.

The three crucial barriers currently impeding effective monetization of 
emerging channels are:

1. The lack of standard, reliable formats within and across 
channels.

2. The corresponding disparity of pricing models.
3. The absence of effective and agreed-upon methods of 

measuring performance of investment.

The development of standard formats and agreed-upon best practices 
for advertising in channels such as mobile, on-demand living-room 
and broadband video, and gaming will help to create scalability in 
these media, where both consumer and marketer can reliably count 
on performance, consistency of experience, and value delivered as 
audiences expand and various technologies penetrate our culture.
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This standardization will in turn drive pricing stabilization in ad 
inventory across all channels as providers become increasingly 
able to qualify and deliver relevant audiences, and marketers 
look to build efficiency into cross-channel efforts. Standards-
bearing bodies such as the iAB, AAAA, ARF, MMA, and others 
must look to partner with industry powers, digital agencies, and 
their clients to be sure that ad models and standards are truly 
useful and valuable to all sides of the ad-based revenue model 
(providers, consumers, and marketers).

Measurement will play a critical role in this process, particularly 
as scale escalates. As all media become digital, they by nature 
become accountable. Standards and value in consumer 
behavior measurement data must be demanded by advertisers 
from new-media platforms as a condition of investment, with 
a focus on benchmarking and cross-channel comparability 
of performance and ROI. This burden rests squarely on the 
platform and content providers, who must find strategies of 
overcoming these hurdles in order to make good on business 
models that revolve chiefly around client sponsorship dollars 
flowing to them. 
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A Framework for Assessing 
Emerging Channels
Knowing that all media are shifting in nature, that new channels and technologies seem to spring up 
daily, and that emerging channels are radically disrupting the traditional media mix, how should we 
approach differentiating, qualifying, and ultimately determining overall viability for emerging media 
channels? It may require us to alter the way we think about and define conventional measures to 
account for new behaviors.

Audience and Reach: 
Prevailing question: “Are there enough people using this channel to 
matter?”

Emerging media question: “Is there an opportunity to interact with a sliver 
of our target audience more deeply, or in a new way, on this channel?”

Typical evaluations often revolve around scale and composition of the 
channels’ audience, overlaid with similar data about the product audience. 
However, when examining emerging channels, these methods often yield 
disappointing results because new channels are not yet mature in their 
penetration and adoption. Instead, developing a more nuanced view of 
audience can reveal how they can become valuable in a marketing mix.

Focusing on the intersection of the target audience for your product or 
service and those actively adopting a particular technology can often 
reveal a uniquely valuable segment within your existing target matrix, 
even if it is a small one or one that is not at the bull’s-eye of your target 
market. For example, discovering that a small segment of your audience 
is blogging about products similar to yours could be a valuable reason to 
engage in the channel. While the majority of your audience is not there 
(yet), those who are will engage more deeply, will have a new touch point 
for your brand, and may have a more meaningful experience of your 
message, all of which tend to have wider impact on brand perceptions.



Similar to audience discussions, evaluation of reach often boils down to “How 
many people are really doing that?” While channels like mobile, podcasting, 
and VOD may not have achieved critical mass when compared with wider-
reach channels such as television, the audiences who are using them now 
can be valuable to connect with on their own terms. Instead of dismissing one 
of these channels based on lack of total scale, consider the value of reaching 
a smaller sliver of your target on a new channel and in a different way. The 
thinking here roughly goes, “Only 10% of my target is using the channel,” to 
which this recalibration of audience and scale methodology would reply, “Yes, 
but reaching that 10% on the channel they like, when and where they want 
to hear from you, may be more valuable that reaching the other 90% in a way 
they find intrusive and irrelevant.”

This has less to do with scale, and more to do with depth, which may be a 
newer, more valuable way of evaluating reach in emerging channels. (For more 
information on measuring Brand Depth and Brand Breadth, please refer to 
page 79.) Many emerging media venues share the characteristic of being user 
chosen, and authority shifted, both of which typically indicate self-selecting 
consumers who are actively engaging with media and messaging. Consider 
that while the scale of audiences for VOD is nowhere near that of TV, that 
sliver of users is more engaged, is more actively pursuing information, and has 
the potential to become more deeply involved with media provided to them in 
that manner. Ten thousand deeply engaged brand loyalists are worth as much 
or more than 100,000 people with only a passing awareness of the brand and 
its value. This approach does not mean the two (mass scale and niche depth 
scale) are mutually exclusive, but rather that when combined they begin to 
truly capitalize on the opportunities afforded by emerging channels.

Accountability:
Prevailing question: “Can we measure ROI on this channel similar to the way 
we currently measure online?”

Emerging media question: “Knowing that measurement abilities among 
emerging channels vary, can we learn something about our audience we don’t 
typically get to see?”
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New-media channels are by nature digital, and therefore to some 
extent measurable. For example, in cable-delivered VOD, current usage 
tracking data will seem to many schooled in online metrics to be sorely 
lacking. However, if we compare the level of insight we get from data 
around a VOD execution, it far outpaces the typical GRP and Nielsen 
ratings used to measure success on network TV. This is all to say that 
when evaluating data from emerging channels, be careful to consider if 
you are comparing them to the right contrasts.

In another example, VOD reporting can reveal in a second-by-second 
view precisely where audiences are opting out of long-form messages. 
While this doesn’t tell us why, by comparing the drop-off points to 
what’s happening in the content itself at those points, these data can 
be immensely valuable for perfecting the creative messaging being 
used in the asset. Is it CTRs and CPCs? No. But adjusting the ways in 
which you are measuring and comparing data from emerging channels 
to others, and how you interpret those data, can reveal the hidden 
importance of what is available.

investment:
Prevailing question: “Since this channel is new, and hasn’t yet reached 
critical mass, shouldn’t we be safe and invest only a small amount to 
test it?”

Emerging media question: “Since this channel is new, and hasn’t yet 
reached critical mass, what level of investment do we need to make to 
ensure our test will be a success?”

The challenge when it comes to investing in new-media channels is 
ultimately balancing the amount of investment with potential gains. 

Two factors are key here: Ensure that you don’t discount the channel 
because it is new, and be sure to define alternate measures of success 
and ROI that are grounded and in line with your investment. There is 
a real risk in the “testing” behavior common today that upon deciding 
to try a new channel, marketers simply assign an arbitrary amount of 



money because it is what they have available, or are comfortable with. 
Does that amount match up with what may be required of the channel 
in order to gain traction and succeed as a test, and how can we define 
success of a test outside of sales lift? In almost all cases, conducting 
a test of a new channel, without committing the appropriate funds and 
resources to ensure it will work, may result in a disappointing outcome 
and poor data, which ultimately may not be a true reflection of that 
channel’s actual value to your marketing efforts.

Similarly, take into account that a new channel may not yield the 
typical type of data or results you are accustomed to seeing in your 
other media efforts, and take time to define in advance a measure 
of success and assignment of value that are clear and achievable 
within the channel itself. An example of this would be determining 
that in order to really understand the brand awareness value of a VOD 
campaign, it requires a minimum investment of “X” and that the goal for 
measuring success will not be number of total views, but instead using 
the duration of the views that occur, no matter how few, to establish a 
new engagement metric—of the people we reached, did the channel 
perform as we expected? (For more information on engagement 
metrics, see Brand Measurement on page 78.) Better? Worse? How 
did that effort combine with, influence, or detract from the others we 
conducted? (For more information on measuring media interaction,  
see Online and Offline Media Interaction Case Study on page 70.)

If we are able to differentiate a segment of our audience who prefer to 
engage via VOD as distinct from TV spots, that could be counted as 
successfully defining a new segment of a target audience. Additionally, 
if we can show that of the segment that accessed the VOD assets, 
the average brand exposure was significantly higher than with a 
commercial, that seems valuable as a success measure as well.

Risk:
Prevailing question: “This channel seems to have the potential to 
damage our brand. Why should we chance that?”

Emerging media question: “Realizing the open nature of this 
channel carries with it risks, how can I construct a responsible 
framework for testing and learning that allows me to reach my 
customers without damaging my brand?”

Most discussions of risk around emerging channels ultimately 
revolve around losing money, and/or brand favorability among 
audiences. Both instances fail to properly value the insights to be 
had by knowing what DOESN’T work alongside what does. 

The bottom line is, when experimenting with new channels in your 
marketing mix, there needs to be a certain tolerance for failure, 
and willingness to fail. Some emerging channels, to be truthful, do 
not carry much risk beyond the potential expenditure of money, 
with little to show in the way of value (VOD, podcasting).
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Several trends 
seen in 2006 will 
shape the search 
landscape in 2007. 



“Managing search in a silo ignores every digital interaction 
that came before the query. Having a complete view 
of your customer’s digital touch points is essential.  
Unfortunately, it’s also incredibly complex, so too many 
marketers settle for silos.” 

–	 Matt	Greitzer	
Director	and	National	Search	Lead	
New	York

The concept of using search marketing to drive awareness is not new—small businesses, in fact, were the 
first to notice the advantages that search marketing offered them in catapulting their products and services to 
national attention. But while small business leveraged increased awareness as a means to an end (enabling 
sales to a larger market), large marketers are using search to drive awareness as an end in and of itself. These 
marketers are developing search campaigns, complete with landing pages and mini-sites, aimed at driving 
customer engagement, but not a transaction. 

Relying on survey data, such as those available through Yahoo!’s Search Brand Study, advertisers are 
measuring the impact of their efforts and modifying their campaigns accordingly. While still an emerging trend, 
several Avenue A | Razorfish advertisers have allocated substantial search budgets in 2007 specifically to drive 
consumer awareness. 

A related trend involves utilizing keyword advertising to drive brand association. Search marketers are 
attempting to associate their products with specific themes, attributes, and lifestyles by bidding on relevant 
keywords. Examples include Starwood Hotels bidding on pet-related keywords to promote their pet-friendly 
properties. Efforts such as these point to search marketers’ attempts to leverage the impression potential of  
the search landscape. 

Ironically, impression-friendly opportunities, such as keyword banners, existed in the early days of search 
marketing, but were eventually replaced entirely with today’s text-based creative. At least one search engine, 
AOL, is embracing impression-based search opportunities and offering its “Trademark Layer” search ad, 
combining both text and a graphical logo, on a broader basis (it was previously available only through large, 
multi-channel AOL advertising deals). Whether the other major search engines follow suit, however, remains  
to be seen.

Trends To WaTch 
Several trends seen in 2006 will shape the search landscape in 2007. 
Most significant for large advertisers is the shift toward more complex 
methods of evaluating search marketing success. Advertisers are 
employing more sophisticated techniques to track direct returns on 
their search investments. Additionally, advertisers are examining new, 
non-transactional value in their search campaigns and utilizing new 
measurement tools to track these efforts. This broadened perspective 
on search marketing beyond pure direct response may have a profound 
impact on the evolution of the search channel in the coming years. 

Savvy search marketers are employing new ways of valuing keyword 
inventory, recognizing the impact non-transactional keywords have 
in driving action later in the purchase cycle. This “keyword attribution 
analysis” is a more sophisticated version of the “portfolio keyword 
strategies” that have been used for years. Keyword attribution analysis 
excels over portfolio strategies in its ability to weigh and value each 
keyword according to its impact on the ultimate transaction.  

Additionally, advertisers are beginning to incorporate keyword attribution 
analysis into their broader online media campaigns, developing a coherent 
picture of all online touch points and their impact on driving consumer 
action. Marketers who understand the interplay between all the elements 
of their search marketing and media campaigns and can turn that insight 
into action will have a clear advantage over those advertisers who lack this 
level of understanding.   

Beyond more sophisticated means to evaluate direct response, search 
marketers are placing increasing value in non-transactional metrics as 
a measure of search marketing success. Often lumped into the broad 
category of “branding,” marketers using search to realize value beyond 
direct response have more specific goals. Avenue A | Razorfish sees 
three concrete uses of search marketing to drive value beyond immediate 
response: building awareness across high-volume keywords, building 
positive brand association, and protecting brand trademarks from 
competition.  
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Beyond creating awareness and brand association, marketers are paying increasing attention to the 
representation of their corporate image within the search marketplace. For example, companies who find 
their products under attack by competitors and detractors are mobilizing multiple Web assets to command a 
larger share of the paid search landscape within both paid and natural search real estate. These “reputation 
management” campaigns are increasingly employed in the public relations arsenal of large brand owners. 

Most intriguing here is the explicit shift in campaign goals away from direct response and toward a defensive, 
“share-of-page ownership” measure of success. The impact on paid search cost-per-click can be extreme, as 
brand owners aggressively fund campaigns with the explicit goal of locking in top positions.  

More broadly, issues around brand names and trademark ownership continue to dog the search marketing 
industry. Spurred by moves in the travel category in 2005, many advertisers made moves in 2006 to assert 
exclusive domain over branded keywords in the paid search landscape. Advertisers clamped down on affiliate 
marketing partners, prohibiting them from competing on branded keywords. Restricting affiliates from bidding 
on branded keywords benefits trademark owners by limiting the competitive landscape and driving down CPCs 
on branded terms. 

However, it also makes them vulnerable to “brand poaching.” Search marketers increasingly take advantage of 
the non-competitive landscape on trademarked terms to advertise on their competitors’ brand names. Search 
engines thus far have made few dramatic moves to resolve this conflict. Advertiser discontent over search 
engines’ hands-off approach to trademark ownership will likely increase over 2007. While additional action by 
search engines in 2007 is unlikely, the issue of trademark ownership in the search landscape continues to be 
one to watch.

emerging channels 
Within the vertical search 
space, local search has the 
most near-term potential. 
Consumers are indicating their 
preference for local search 
content, as demonstrated 
by the category growth in 
this space. Not surprisingly, 
advertisers with physical store 
locations are most active in 
the local search category. The 
retail and service industries 
are making the heaviest 
investments in this space. 
They are followed closely by 
advertisers in the hospitality 

industry, capitalizing on travelers’ increasing use of mapping products such  
as google maps to research hotel information.       

Increasing advertiser activity is driven both by increased consumer  
usage and by improved local search and local targeting capabilities offered 
by search providers. Innovation within the local search arena is led by the 
major search engines. Google has made significant strides since launching 
Google Maps in 2005. Its innovative advertising opportunities within the Maps 
product, including in-map advertising, coupons, and pay-per-call features, 
offer a compelling array of options for large and small business alike.  

Yahoo!, which jumped to an early lead in the local search arena, has held 
on to its local search audience, proving that it’s a key player in this emerging 
space. A recent realignment within Yahoo!, shifting local search responsibilities 
to its search marketing sales force, demonstrates a renewed effort on its 
part to capitalize on this emerging market. Additionally, Yahoo!’s alliance with 
newspaper publishers, including E.W. Scripps and Gannett, gives it access to 
thousands of small and midsized businesses critical to the advertising growth 
within the local search space.  

The search marketplace is ripe with new 
developments, including innovations 
in the vertical search, mobile search, 

and pay-per-call space. Each channel 
offers a different level of scale and 

effectiveness, and will evolve at different 
paces in 2007. Savvy marketers will 

understand the major players in each of 
these categories and test their suitability. 
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Outside of the pay-per-click search advertising, pay-per-call is emerging as an 
alternative form of monetization within the search landscape. Not a new channel, 
but rather an alternative form of page monetization, both Google and Yahoo! 
experimented with pay-per-call options in 2006. Led by firms such as Ingenio, 
the pay-per-call space has experienced strong growth over the last year and will 
continue to expand into 2007. Advertisers with call centers should explore this 
opportunity as an incremental boost to their current search marketing efforts.  

Developments in the “social search” space will also shape marketers’ activities in 
2007. Blogs, especially, have emerged as an effective search marketing channel. 
Blog postings are often text rich, with highly specific content, improving their 
appeal to search engine spiders and improving search engine optimization (SEO) 
effectiveness. Additionally, marketers continue to use blogs and forums to drive 
link building. While the traffic from these types of links is usually negligible, links 
from these sites are often on topic, and not likely to be blocked from inclusion in 
the search engine link counts. The main value will be in increasing the overall link 
popularity to specific pages, thereby helping to improve search engine result rankings 
(determined by quality content and inbound links). 

Marketers attempting to leverage blogs for traffic and SEO-focused link-building 
efforts need to tread carefully. Many online communities frown on member activity 
geared purely toward self-promotion. To pursue this tactic effectively, it is ideal for 
marketers, in particular industries, to find blogs and forums that are highly relevant 
to their industry and begin to participate regularly in the discussions. This will lead to 
the ability to seed links to new pages, especially related to topics being discussed in 
specific forum threads or blog posts. When researching these types of communities, 
the best practice is to find those that do allow for links within forum posts or blog 
comments. In some cases, forums even allow for a templated signature that includes 
one or more links. In these, consistent posting is rewarded with a new link each time 
the person posts.

Social search portals, too, are growing in interest to search marketers. Sites such as 
Digg and Technorati, which rely on a “folksonomy” of members’ explicit rankings of 
sites and site content to determine rankings and relevancy, have grown in popularity 
over 2006 and will continue to expand into 2007. For some marketers, social search 
can be a traffic bonanza. But here, too, marketers should proceed with caution.      

MSN and AOL, too, have a significant local search presence. But perhaps the most innovative 
development in the local search space is the newly launched Ask City. Representing the first true strategic 
integration point between Ask.com and parent company IAC, Ask City leverages content and features 
from other IAC properties, such as Ticketmaster and Citysearch, to provide an integrated local search 
experience. Whether Ask City’s innovation will resonate with consumers remains to be seen.  

While the local search space will continue to grow in 2007, growth will be hindered in part by the myriad 
of advertising formats, pricing structures, and implementations. Perhaps no other online channel presents 
as many tactical challenges as the local search space. While large advertisers will invest in navigating 
the complexities of executing a local search marketing campaign, small and midsized business may be 
deterred by the sheer number of options in the local arena. Service and technology companies that can 
help advertisers manage the local search space will find a receptive market for their services.         

In addition to local search, the e-commerce vertical has solidified itself as a go-to destination for both 
searchers and advertisers, with shopping comparison sites like Shopzilla, NexTag, and Shopping.com 
leading the category. New entrants to this space will need to distinguish themselves and bring more than 
simple comparison shopping features to the table. The most notable new entry in this field, Like.com, 
delivers an innovative user experience through its “visual shopping” technology.  

In many other categories, vertical search engines have not scaled to the point where they are in the 
consideration set of major advertisers. Although new search properties focused on the healthcare, real 
estate, and travel spaces are intriguing, it is unlikely they will play a significant role in 2007. Throughout the 
vertical search category, entrants are running into the hard reality that changing user behavior and stealing 
search share is extremely difficult. 

Perhaps vertical search engines can survive, even thrive, with small segments of targeted searchers. Most 
of these engines, in fact, are either Google or Yahoo! distribution partners, allowing them to monetize their 
search results pages with little investment in advertising overhead. And if any vertical search engine truly 
differentiates itself and attracts a mass user base, it will likely be acquired by a larger rival. 

Thus, perhaps the most valuable role played by vertical search engines is not in providing additional 
marketing opportunities, but in furthering the development of the search industry. Most serious players in 
the vertical search space adopt Like.com’s “build a better mousetrap” strategy. This constant innovation 
raises the bar for the major search engines, driving their development of richer search functionality for their 
mass user base. 
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FighTing click Fraud 
While the topic of click fraud has roiled the search industry for years, 
concern about the “dark side of search marketing” reached a peak in 
2006, even capturing the attention of Fortune 500 CEOs. Broadly defined, 
click fraud is any attempt to inflate pay-per-click search click counts 
for illicit purposes. Types of click fraud include competition-driven click 
fraud and network click fraud. Competition-driven click fraud involves an 

advertiser artificially generating clicks to drive up a competitor’s 
cost, and to potentially exceed that competitor’s daily click 
budgets for a given keyword or keywords. Network-driven 
click fraud occurs when a search engine distribution partner 
illegitimately inflates clicks for its own financial gain.  

Some advertisers have, in fact, suffered ruinous results due to 
fraudulent clicks. For most advertisers, however, click fraud 
is a real but manageable problem. Self-policing by the search 

engines provides a real and often unnoticed layer of protection against 
fraudulent clicks. Advertisers, too, are using more sophisticated tracking 
tools to detect suspicious clicks, and being more assertive in demanding 
credits from search engines.  

Savvy search marketers will implement systematic click fraud monitoring 
into their campaign management processes. Search engines, too, will 
offer more visibility into their click fraud monitoring methodology, and also 
provide more insight into their network of search and content distribution 
partners. Still, tensions between advertisers demanding click fraud credits 
and search engines reluctant to award them will accelerate the need for a 
neutral arbiter. Independent monitoring firms such as Click Forensics and 
Fair Isaac are well positioned to meet this growing demand.

The problem of click fraud will not go away. And surely those committing 
fraudulent clicks on a large scale will become more sophisticated in  
their techniques. Still, increasing vigilance by advertisers, and improved 
self-policing by search engines, will make this a manageable problem  
going forward.       

Savvy search marketers 
will implement systematic 

click fraud monitoring 
into their campaign 

management processes. 

Another emerging search channel, mobile search, is just now breaking out of the realm of novelty. While 
hype may outweigh opportunity, 2007 is shaping up to be an active year in the development of mobile search. 
Google, Yahoo!, MSN, and Ask.com have all released mobile search marketing applications in recent months. 
And partnerships between search engines, wireless carriers, and handset makers are developing at a blistering 
pace: Google has inked deals with Samsung and Motorola; Yahoo! with Samsung, Motorola, and Research 
In Motion; and MSN has aligned with Sprint Nextel. Beyond the usual search suspects, intriguing startups like 
Medio loom as prominent players in local search.

While marketers remain enthusiastic about the potential of the mobile search landscape, meaningful 
opportunities in this area beyond the mobile accessories market (e.g., wallpaper, ring tones) are still limited. 
A combination of technical, business, and behavioral barriers contribute to the slow maturation of this space. 
Incremental fees for access are perhaps the biggest deterrent to broader wireless search adoption. 

Adoption is further hindered by usability barriers—low-bandwidth wireless connections combined with content 
pages not optimized for the “third screen” make for an often frustrating mobile search experience. These two 
factors together compound the third, behavioral barrier: Users search differently online than they do on mobile 
devices. Online search behavior is often iterative and research focused, lending itself to multiple searches within 
a user session. Mobile searches, however, are focused and narrow. Users searching on mobile devices are 
looking for “quick hits” of information. Additionally, the most popular search categories outside of the mobile 
applications market—sports scores and weather reports—are not easily monetized.

Recent efforts by search engines to revamp their user experience to align with the mobile environment seek 
to eliminate at least one of these three barriers. 4INFO.net’s mobile-friendly search layout and Yahoo!’s recent 
launch of Yahoo! Go both address consumers’ desire for “quick hits” of information through the mobile space. 
Apple’s new iPhone, with its relatively massive display screen, may also offer a more user-friendly mobile search 
experience and accelerate consumer usage of the mobile search space. 

While these developments, combined with increasing partnership activity between search providers and 
wireless companies, are promising, they will not bring about radical and rapid change. 2007 will likely be a  
year of continued foundation-laying in the mobile search arena; widespread consumer adoption is likely some 
time off. 
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Feed-based search opportunities will continue to emerge 
as a third channel within the arsenal of search marketers. 
The recent trend in which search engines display vertical 
listings—the majority of which are generated by feed-based 
submissions above the organic listings (a practice known 
as vertical creep)—will have a major influence on how users 
interact with the search results and ultimately their final online 
destination. Feed-based search allows advertisers to submit 
Web-site content directly into search engine databases. 
Yahoo!’s offering in particular is growing in popularity among 
search marketers who appreciate a 48-hour update cycle, 
creative testing capabilities, and tracking transparency not 
usually available through organic search.

Although Google does not currently offer a paid inclusion 
product similar to Yahoo!’s, it did launch google Base 
in 2006, which allows users to supply feed-based data 
directly into Google. While there is still some uncertainty as 
to how Google will be using these data moving forward, 
early indications show that the data will be used to populate 
Froogle, Google Local, Google Maps, and Google Mobile, and 
to better refine the search results in several verticals. Most 
importantly, these listings will feature prominently on the search 
results page.

The sTaTe oF seo
More marketers are embracing the notion that 
search marketing is more effective when paid 
and natural search are managed and evaluated 
together. With this trend, marketers are 
evaluating the interaction between their paid 
and natural search programs, and measuring 
success accordingly.

Examples include quantifying the impact of 
running paid search listings on keywords where 
natural search listings have a strong presence, 
and leveraging keyword research and copy 
insights within their paid search campaigns to 
inform their natural search strategies.

Another rising trend in the search engine 
optimization (SEO) space is the increased focus 
on “Web 2.0” efforts to boost natural search 
presence. Most notably, search marketers have 
embraced blogs as a highly responsive and 
cost-effective medium for creating search-
friendly content across a range of topic areas. 
Because blog content pages are often text-rich, 
topic-specific content, they are easily indexed 
and categorized by search engines and 
often enhance an advertiser’s natural search 
presence.

“The intense competitive 
pressure on search engines 

to produce the most relevant 
organic results will bring 

significant changes to the 
algorithms applied by the 

engines. For example, Google, 
which relies heavily on link 
popularity as a core staple 

of its algorithm, is starting to 
show indications that it could 
begin to utilize social tagging 
as a mechanism to produce 

better results and combat 
Google bombing.”

–	Rob	Aronson	
VP	Search	Engine	Marketing	

Philadelphia
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2007 Consumer Dialogues: The Digital Class



In January, Avenue A | Razorfish talked with 34 18- to 
24-year-olds (whom we refer to as the “Digital Class”) 
in the U.S., U.K., and Canada to garner key insights 
into user behaviors and expectations for the next 
iteration of the Web. The research, along with our 
industry observations, informed the following insights.
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Human-computer 
interaction is about 

to get intense. 
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The network is 
ubiquitous. 

We’re no longer computer-specific—we just want to 
get on the network. Old battles over platforms and 
hardware have been rendered obsolete by the visceral 
need to connect. E-mail is perhaps the best example; 
younger users don’t use stand-alone applications 
favored by older generations, such as Outlook; they’re 
on Gmail, Yahoo! Mail, Hotmail, MySpace, YouTube, 
and Facebook—network applications that can be 
accessed anywhere there’s a Web browser handy. 
While they may have their own laptop in the next 
room, they’ll “jump on” a friend’s, or a terminal at the 
school library, or their parents’ old desktop at home 
to check their messages and see what their friends 
are up to. “Everyone has [a computer] and there’s a 
shared one in the kitchen, but I will use it when I don’t 
want to walk upstairs to mine,” said one 18-year-old. 
That means your user experience or media campaign 
must be ubiquitous as well.

There’s no 
middle.

In every category, traffic is going to a few big players, as well as a growing field of small players. In social 
networking, you’re either MySpace or you’re a small forum and blog site dedicated to ultimate Frisbee. You’re 
either a site with numbers in the hundreds of millions like YouTube, or you’re a niche-interest site where the 
same few come back again and again. Middle-sized players are getting squeezed, lacking the focus of a 
niche site by trying to appeal to a broad audience, but without the size enjoyed by their field’s leaders.

Networked bodies, mind-reading computers, and 
biologically integrated interfaces—these ideas sound 
like the makings of a science fiction movie, but they’re 
actually projections of the not-too-distant future from our 
study participants. Whether via voice recognition or the 
Nintendo Wii, biology, technology, and media are gradually 
intersecting. The need for this intense connection, at 
least in the study we conducted, stems from an inability 
to imagine a life without the Internet. As one participant 
said, “It’s almost a part of your actual physical body. 
When the Internet goes down, you feel disconnected.” 
That sentiment was repeated again and again in ideas 
such as a network-connected sticker that could attach 
to your body and provide instant information upon touch; 
a computer that connects you to your e-mail via your 
fingerprint; and a search engine that knows what you 
want to search for by reading your mind. These ideas 
may make many of us uncomfortable, but to younger 
Internet users, these applications are a means to safety, 
convenience, and a fully integrated connection with the 
world. From a user-experience perspective, that means 
delivering an experience that goes beyond page views 
and clicks.
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Transparency 
is king.

Over the past year we’ve seen the issue of 
transparency gain in importance for both netizens and 
corporations. From the user’s perspective, we have 
heard in both this study and others that the use of 
real names (as opposed to pseudonyms) is gaining in 
popularity. For the young users we spoke with, that may 
be because they see little difference in their online and 
offline identities. They also associate trust and credibility 
with a level of transparency. In the corporate world, 
2006 witnessed the birth of the “flog,” or fake blog, 
from companies such as Sony and McDonald’s. One 
of our participants called this behavior “pitiful.” That 
may be because we’ve entered into a space where 
talking with consumers is smarter than talking to them. 
Honesty and an open dialogue are what users want 
and respond to most. 

Information 
seeking equals 
entertainment.

Once upon a time, play was more deeply integrated into 
our daily lives, but that changed with the introduction 
of industrialism. Then came the Internet, and with it, 
a reemergence of play in new ways. Information as 
entertainment was a core concept we heard from our 
study participants, and one that we can see around us 
as well. Play theorist Brian Sutton-Smith suggests that 
there are actually seven rhetorics of play, many of which 
map to the ways in which our participants, and users 
like them, interface with the Internet. For example, 
there is play as progress, which provides education 
and cognitive development. Googling for fun is a prime 
example of this and a behavior we heard from our 
participants. The Internet also provides an experience 
of play as power and play as identity, allowing players to 
gain status and develop or solidify an identity. This can 
be seen on MySpace, where members “collect” friends. 
Then there’s the place where these two meet and 
contribute to the Semantic Web. Take for example Fastr 
or the Google Image Labeler—both of which create a 
game of tagging via paired, anonymous players. Any 
way you look at it, play is back, and it’s here to stay. 

The Internet is 
where general 
interest goes 

to die. 

The digital media space is widely viewed by marketers to be a means of tapping into niche 
audiences and content interests. Regardless of the degree to which one agrees with Chris 
Anderson’s much-discussed Long Tail theory, there’s no arguing that the digital space 
has allowed for users to connect, purchase, and understand products and content once 
unimaginable in a mass-culture world. That said, we continued to sense pent-up demand 
among the Digital Class for even more content, connection, and interaction surrounding their 
specific interests. With the rising tide of MySpace, YouTube, and Google, there appears to 
remain opportunities to gather users around seemingly obscure and specialized interests: “I’m 
really into my poetry and I like to get feedback from others on it,” said a participant. “I wish 
there was a better resource for manga in the U.S.,” said another. From a media perspective, 
this leads us to believe that low-cost ways to create specialized communities, social networks, 
and content sites will continue to proliferate and become an increasingly important means of 
augmenting and supporting both the user experience and display media campaigns.



Let’s stay 
friends.

MySpace. That was the answer we received from more 
than 80% of our study participants when we asked what 
social networking sites they belong to. Facebook was 
a strong runner-up, with about half of the participants 
belonging to the site. A few others sites were mentioned, 
such as LiveJournal, Xanga, and Bebo (watch for Bebo 
to grow in the U.S. in 2007), but for the most part, 
participants were loyal to just one or two sites. Why? It’s 
simple—that’s where their friends are. What we heard from 
participants is that they use the Internet primarily as a way 
to enhance offline relationships, which means they’re loyal 
to sites where they can optimize personal connections. 
MySpace popularity may someday wane, but the users 
will follow their connections to the next most popular 
network. When thinking about integrating social media 
applications into your user experience or media mix, don’t 
underestimate the power of the FOAF (Friend of a Friend).

Since the invention of online communities more than 20 years ago, people have been contributing to 
digital discussions to help others. Our study found that this continues to be true. Sometimes, users 
just know something and want to help; other times they want to build their reputation so that when 
they’re in need someone will help them. The Pew Internet & American Life Project reports that 85% 
of online users in the U.S. have received help from their online network when making a big decision. 
They call this “networked individualism,” and suggest that the Internet allows people “to seek out a 
variety of appropriate people and resources.” In any case, “giving back” was deemed good behavior 
by participants in this study and others conducted by Avenue A | Razorfish. 

Giving 
back is 
good. 

Social 
networking 
ascends to 

utilitarian 
status.

The rise of MySpace and the social networking genre of sites is well documented. That said, we 
were surprised at the degree to which social networking now appears to compete with other forms 
of digital communication, including IM, e-mail, and SMS. Users reported checking their profile as a 
first step in their morning routine. And leaving regular messages to friends was described as a less 
intrusive and yet critical part of daily, even hourly, communication: “I use e-mail for my parents and 
work, but MySpace is how I communicate with friends,” said a participant. Further, the profile has 
increasingly replaced the phone number and e-mail address as a key identifier for young singles: 
“Four out of five guys will ask me if I have a MySpace profile before they ask for anything else,” said a 
female participant. Regardless of the relative strength of brands and business models in this category, 
it’s our strong sense that the ascension of social networking from fun hobby to everyday utility means 
the behavior is increasingly embedded into the culture—and therefore always worth consideration as 
part of your digital ecosystem. 
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More mobile 
phones,  

less talking. 

Mobile phone use will grow—but not for talking, according to our 
participants. Phones calls are considered to be invasive in this hyper-culture, 
to be used only when necessary. For ordinary use, a quick text message will 
suffice, and many of our respondents didn’t see themselves reversing this 
trend in the future. One user told us that she kept her phone on all night and 
checked her text messages first thing in the morning. Another said she uses 
it for everything. “There will be cell phones, but I don’t think we’ll call a lot of 
people. You can make reservations online, order pizza online, appointments, 
everything,” she said. And yet another even requested that their mobile 
phone do double duty as a universal remote control.   

Blogs have 
yet to achieve 
media brand 

status. 

The rising tide of blog consumption and the continuing 
move to alternative sources of news and information 
have been well documented in terms of the size of the 
blogosphere itself, the consistent traffic to blogging sites, 
and the speed at which independent information (e.g., 
celebrity sightings) travels. Further, heavily trafficked blog 
networks like Flavorpill, Gawker, and Cool Hunting point 
to a maturation of the blogosphere, as they increasingly 
compete with the digital offerings of their big-media 
counterparts. Knowing this, we were surprised to find 
users consistently unable to name a specific blog they 
visited regularly, despite the fact they report reading 
blogs a few times a week. Instead, users cited specific 
genres of information (poetry, art, design) or the types of 
blogs subscribed to via their RSS feed: “I go to this art 
blog where I can keep up on what people are doing,” 
said a participant. As users continue to aggregate their 
information sources, this left us wondering how blogs 
supported by advertising will continue to promise specific 
users and generate engaged audiences, unless they 
themselves work to build a level of brand equity. Simply 
put, will a blog garner a high CPM from advertisers if it 
descends to a headline on the Google home page?

Dust is 
settling 
on the 
music 
library. 

The Digital Class is quick to tout their love of Apple, excitement around the iPhone, their iPods, 
and the software that makes them go: iTunes. Indeed, updates of the software were mentioned as 
consistently worth the downloading effort: “I love the new version of iTunes. It just looks so cool,” said 
one participant. That said, we found subtle evidence that users perhaps aren’t updating their musical 
and content libraries at the same pace they were in the beginning of the iPod + iTunes love affair. Users 
reported being “tired of their same old playlist” and increasingly streaming music in the background to 
“find new things,” as one participant said. Further, the highly touted podcasting phenomenon doesn’t 
appear to be gaining widespread interest as a way to keep users’ content libraries fresh: “It (podcasting) 
just isn’t worth the effort. It just fills up your hard drive with stuff you may or may not get around to 
listening to,” said a participant. From a media perspective, this leads us to believe that there is openness 
to additional forms of music and content distribution. iTunes is widely adopted and yet users appear 
to be actively looking for other ways to hear, watch, and share new things. This means subscription 
services (Rhapsody), satellite radio (XM, Sirius), streaming (Pandora), and social recommendations (Last.
fm) may increasingly represent viable alternatives to the iTunes status quo. Or, Apple may be the one 
that changes the music landscape all over again.
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Measurement



Amidst this dynamic and supercharged environment of new technologies and behaviors around 
media creation and consumption, how are marketers to begin to measure the relative merits and 
drawbacks of individual channels, technologies, and platforms with an eye toward separating hype 
from reality and sound investment opportunities from risk without reward?

Ideally, by accurately defining (or redefining) our methods of assessing digital media channels, it 
is possible to arrive at a relatively quantifiable decision-making position. By balancing segmented 
audience behavior, by understanding that reach in new media is not only a measurement of width 
but of depth, and by carefully defining how results will be measured, engaging in digital media 
executions can be managed with a high degree of confidence.

“The digital channel is kinetic;  
it requires constant innovation.  
Marketers who embrace this 
dynamism will evolve their 
messaging from 30-second 
commandments to open-ended 
dialogs with their customers…a 
much more favorable interaction!”

– Brooke Nanberg 
Creative Director 
Chicago
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Solution:  
Test online display advertising campaign against markets with 
offline advertising spend. To do this, seven markets with offline 
spend (test) were paired with seven markets without offline spend 
(control). Utilizing Atlas Customer Targeting, test and control 
groups were created for online display media exposure. Each 
market pair then included the following:

 
Test groups were then evaluated using the following metrics: 
• Total conversions 
• View-based conversions 
• Search clicks 
• Search conversions

Without Online Media

Cookies saw TV ads but no 
online media

Cookies did not see TV ads 
or online media

With Online Media

Cookies saw TV ads and 
online media

Cookies did not see TV 
ads, but saw online media

Without  
TV Advertising

With 
 TV Advertising

Case Study:  
Online and Offline  
Media Interaction

Challenge:  
To effectively capture media interaction—the effect of 

concurrent online and offline media campaigns on online 
awareness and behavior.



Result:  
 Online media were shown to have a strong positive impact on 
conversions and search clicks, with or without TV advertising, 

with significant lift in all four metrics.  

Television ads appeared to have a positive impact on online 
conversions (15% lift in total conversion rates) but were less 

effective in impacting search clicks (less than 1% lift). Though 
TV ads do not increase search clicks directly, the ads do impact 

search conversion eventually (30% lift over control).

A significant portion of the view-based conversions appeared to 
be driven by online banners. When working with TV commercials 

together, 61.2% of the view-based conversions are causal. In 
markets without TV commercials, 57.3% of the view-based 

conversions are driven by online banners.

Key Takeaway: 
Accurate measurement of 
online and offline campaigns 
is possible, and online and 
offline campaign strategies 
should be coordinated 
and measured together to 
achieve maximum results 
and understand true impact.
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Case Study:  
Custom ROI Attribution

Challenge:  
Before converting, consumers are exposed to multiple online 
media placements and may utilize search multiple times. 
Marketers then try to glean learnings from high impression 
volume through display media and search campaigns over a 
wide variety of sites. Typical attribution of conversions to a single 
impression or click is outdated in this world of complex online 
media interactions. Incorrect attribution of a conversion to the 
last exposure or action can be misleading and might lead to 
flawed media planning and online strategy.

Solution:  
Simple conversion rules are replaced with powerful statistical techniques, 
allowing conversions to be attributed to multiple impressions and/or clicks, 
based on the characteristics of individual placements. Custom ROI 
Attribution solutions provide accurate, client-specific insights.

For instance, Custom ROI Attribution can reveal relative performance by 
site category. The following result illustrates that consumers respond to 
placements from the same site category differently at various stages of 
the conversion process, and that branded search clicks frequently occur 
immediately before conversion.
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Result:  
Custom ROI Attribution allows clients to find 
simple, accurate results in the complexities of 
their current online media environment. Custom 
ROI Attribution provides improved campaign 
evaluation, identifies new profitable sites, allows 
integration of Web media and search strategies, 
and yields better measurement for marketing ROI. 
In a recent test, one client modified the media 
buys based on some of the insights from the 
study and saw statistically significant  
improvement in conversion rates.

Effectiveness of creative content can also be measured more accurately. 
Below, “content” creatives are more likely to lead to conversions directly. 
As well, prior to “content” creative, “brand” and “online” creatives perform 
the best.

Other valuable insights brought to light with Custom ROI Attribution: 
• The importance between click and view 
• Business seasonality 
• Site genre effectiveness 
• Creative size effectiveness
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Avenue A | Razorfish 
Brand Metrics
Brand Optics is as much a practice as it is a metric. Brand Optics is the process of linking behavioral data 
to attitudinal brand perceptions. This is typically accomplished through user surveys on a small subset of site 
visitors and is used to understand user behavior, user paths, and user engagement. When survey respondents 
fill out an online survey, we can capture their cookie. Based on their cookie, we can understand their paths on 
the site as well as other measurable online behaviors. This allows us not only to segment customers based on 
their attitudinal responses, but also describe their associated behavioral patterns.

Brand Navigation Scoring is defined as the level of exploration of the branded site. As a user moves 
horizontally within the site to explore different sections, and vertically within the site to explore subsections,   
Brand Breadth and Brand Depth scores can be developed. Both Brand Breadth and Brand Depth can be 
viewed at the visitation level, at the visitation duration, and as indexes of breadth and depth of exploration. 
Breadth and depth are valuable metrics that speak to the scope and degree of the branded engagement.

Industry-Standard 
Brand Metrics
Brand Exposure Duration (BXD) is a generally accepted metric that 
speaks to the amount of time a user interacts with the brand—typically the 
site-visit duration. Yet there are additional opportunities to leverage BXD in 
a more comprehensive manner. For example, a particularly compelling or 
engaging portion of the site or specific site sections may have their own 
associated BXD, allowing more granular detail into the specific content 
consumed. Additionally, with branded video measurement, the BXD metric 
also includes the percentage of segment viewed: Video BXD = Views × 
Percentage of Segment Viewed × Segment Length. 

Brand Favorability and Intent to Purchase are both captured  
through user surveys. Users are presented with a standardized survey 
that seeks to understand the perception of the brand, the general brand 
favorability, competitor comparisons, purchasing behavior, and intent to 
purchase. This metric can be applied to different behaviors throughout the 
site to identify actions that typify high brand favorability or high intent  
to purchase.

Digital Brand Measurement:  
Our Approach
Regardless of the advertising vehicle—from Web media to  
Flash-enabled microsites, from branded search keywords to 
blogs—online branding must be definitively measurable. As with any 
engagement, the client-specific goals should drive the key metrics. 
The following metrics represent those we feel deliver the highest 
value. However, enhancements or customizations to these metrics 
should always be explored if applicable to the business goals. 



Representing Brand-Centric Data: 
Bridging the Digital Gap
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Brand-Focused Reporting brings the metrics to the end user and 
provides actionable data across all tracked digital channels. Brand 
reports can be delivered via a client-facing dashboard or through ongoing 
reporting. The employment of brand-specific metrics allows for media, 
search, and site optimizations never before realized. For example, Web 
media dollars can be shifted to publishers who drive the highest Brand 
Index, branded keyword search creative can be optimized to focus on 
those that represent the best opportunity to increase brand favorability, 
and site optimizations can be identified for optimal entry points based on 
brand index scores. 

Additionally, third-party data sources can be integrated into the reporting 
environment. For example, Buzz measurement can be enabled through 
integration with third-party vendors such as BuzzMetrics or Umbria. The 
inclusion of Branded Search Keyword measurement, both paid and 
organic, can further inform the general buzz surrounding a brand. Direct 
Site Traffic, defined as users who enter the site address directly into their 
browser, can also play a part in buzz measurement, as it is indicative of 
offline advertising or word-of-mouth acknowledgment.

Taking into account all the disparate data sources needed to drive 
actionable decisions, a data representation technique termed  
Multi-channel Interaction Display is the integration of multiple 
marketing channels’ metrics into a side-by-side comparison, overlaid  
with digital measurements to show a general impact of each channel.

Brand Scoring is the concept of scoring individual actions taken by users throughout the site experience. 
There are two primary areas of Brand Scoring: Brand Intensity and Brand Indexing. Both methods rely on 

the capture of user interaction data and assign values to 
each unique interaction. 

Brand Intensity is an interactivity metric that focuses 
on users’ behavioral data gathered throughout the site 
experience. Brand Intensity captures and measures 
interactions such as clicks, views, mouseovers, video  
plays, and panel expands. The Brand Intensity metric is 
then compiled based on these interactions. An example  
of the scoring model is laid out below.

The idea is that certain actions on the site increase brand resonance with the user more than others. For 
example, in this case, a completed video view is deemed far more effective at driving brand favorability than  
the mouseover of a hotspot. 

Brand Indexing is an extension of Brand Intensity that also takes into account a desired action. Brand Indexing 
is a client-specific scoring process that indexes site behaviors based on their correlation to specific desired 
action. Select users are segmented based on their likelihood to perform a certain action (such as offline 
purchase or a click-through to an e-commerce purchase funnel). This can be accomplished through selective 
surveying, data mining, or back-end CRM data. 

The segments are then analyzed to measure their distinct behavioral differences. A regression analysis can 
then weigh certain actions as corollary to the desired action. For example, a survey may be used to determine 
the likelihood of in-store purchase. The regression would then tell us which activities on the site for these users 
are distinctly different from an average user (non-likely shopper) and a weight can be applied accordingly. The 
end measurement is an index that can be used as a proxy for propensity to purchase and thus used as an 
optimization metric.

Both Brand Intensity and Brand Indexing are valuable metrics to understand how users are consuming your 
branded content and if your campaign goals are being achieved. Depending on the overriding business goal 
for the site or campaign, the utilization of either of these metrics may make sense. The key differentiation really 
comes down to what you want to measure. If the goal is to understand at what level and where within the site 
users are engaging with your brand, then Brand Intensity is the appropriate metric. However, if there is a specific 
action toward which you are eventually driving your users—such as a request for more information—then Brand 
Indexing is the correct metric.
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For example, the display will show the 
impact on branded search terms following 
a TV ad blitz, or the impact on buzz after a 
product launch. Further analysis can help 
correlate the actual media impact of each 
channel on specific metrics like sales and 
intent to purchase.

Digital Brand Measurement is still in it infancy. As the landscape continues to shift and consumers become 
increasingly jaded, unique brand-building methods, and their subsequent measurement, will also transform. 
New metrics will be created and thrown out, new data visualization techniques will help tell the branded story, 
and new data delivery mechanisms (RSS, Swivel.com) will be built to support data-on-demand and end-user 
empowerment.

For more information on these and other case studies, you may be interested in our Actionable 

Analytics report. This report demystifies the world of Web analytics by answering 14 questions 

every marketer should ask to apply analytics for better business results. To register for your copy 

of Actionable Analytics, go to www.avenuea-razorfish.com/reports/analytic_popup.html.
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Op-Ed: What’s on Our Minds?



Get in on the interaction.

Static, one-way conversations are dead. 
Consumers use brands to build and reflect their personal 

identities. Consider ways you can enable customers to 
personalize or take ownership of your brand without  

sacrificing its integrity. Are you making it easy for 
customers to tag your brand or incorporate it into their 

creations, their worlds, their personas?by Jim Gibson  
Executive Creative Director
Portland
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Video killed the radio star . . . and the TV. 
Think about how you can use video across multiple formats and channels. 
Instead of shooting for one purpose or channel, advertisers should consider 
all the platforms and uses the footage might have. For example, a campaign 
that’s being shot for TV could also include a behind-the-scenes look at how 
the spots were made. This video might then be repurposed for use on the 
Web site. Or imagine a video banner that consists of two parts: the first part 
a takedown of a 30-second TV spot, the second an interactive extension of 
the spot, enabling users to initiate different actions. So a fashion-oriented 
ad might allow viewers to click on different styles and get more detailed 
product information. Techniques like these are being used today to build 
more compelling communications. We expect to see their usage dramatically 
increase as Web video technology advances.

Hold on loosely. 
What sort of ROI should you expect from building a store in Second Life? Will 
those spots you just worked so hard to produce go “viral”? Will the billboards 
you installed along that in-game racetrack drive any inquiries? These 
questions are still without definitive answers. 

As advertisers explore new channels, untested 
models, and heightened customer involvement, 
their risk factor increases. For many brand 
managers, these explorations may be hard to 
justify and even harder to measure. But brands 
that are more willing to take risks, experiment, and 
explore new territories have greater potential to 
gain a first-mover advantage.

. . . and now a show from our sponsor. 
Brand communications are moving beyond being a disruptive source of 
product information to a functional source of content and entertainment. 
This could be a branded desktop application that notifies them of special 
deals, a banner ad that allows customers to chat with one another, or 
a series of ultra-short films. Brand-sponsored content can help engage 
an audience that is increasingly looking beyond the television for their 
entertainment.

Get local. 
Think about how you can make your brand locally relevant. Could you 
create a map mashup that will help customers locate places of interest 
(and receive a brand impression in the process)? Could you use geographic 
targeting to provide place-specific messages? Can you connect customers 
on a local level and help them interact with one another?

Spread your brand around. 
People aren’t waiting to visit your Web site. You need to take your brand 
to where your customers are living online. Think beyond your site and 
consider how you can distribute your brand in as many places as your 
customers are likely to be—both online and offline.

Extend your story. 
Yes, your message can be longer than 30 seconds. Look to deliver your 
message in installments to keep your audience on the edge of their seat, 
guessing what might come next, or eagerly waiting to see what you’ll do 
next. Serialized storytelling, if it’s relevant and entertaining, can help hold 
your audience’s attention and dramatically increase the time customers 
spend with your brand. 

Virtual reality gets real. 
In the future, the line between what is real and what is digital will blur.  
Think about ways you can extend the experience your customers have 
online to their real-world lives. How can digital experiences and tools 
enhance and enrich life in the real world? Can a digital experience 
substitute for a real-world test drive?
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A few thousand years ago, in a coastal land bordering the Aegean Sea, a little idea with big 
implications was born. It was called democracy, and with it came a distribution of authority. 
Over the next few thousand years, democracy faced folks who vied for ultimate authority—
kings, dictators, the mainstream media—for they wanted the right to make and implement 
decisions about what people should do or think.
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to participate in conversations that, historically, have been off-limits to 
marketers. Sharing authority with your consumers means that you gain 
deeper insight into their thoughts and needs. It means that, if you so desire, 
you can include them in product and marketing strategies. Don’t know 
what features should be added to your product? Have your consumers 
figure it out, like Lego did. Not sure which product to put on sale? Ask your 
consumers in real time, like Amazon did. Not sure what ad to broadcast at 
the Super Bowl? Ask your users to create and vote on ads, as Doritos did. 
You get the picture. 

So don’t be wary of distributed authority. Welcome the shift. Embrace it with 
open arms. And know that in the end, it just makes good business sense.

Fast-forward to the middle of the 20th century, when another little idea with big implications was 
born. It was called cybernetics, and it proposed that adding noise or feedback into a system 
enabled change. In many ways, it acted as the philosophical foundation of the Internet.

Now take these ideas, add a government experiment called ARPANET, and mix in a bit of high-
speed access. Voila, you get Web 2.0, and with it, an even greater distribution of that much-
cherished authority. 

What was set off years ago with the birth of the Internet—and what has become increasingly 
evident over the past year—is exactly this shift in authority. Those sources once deemed 
authoritative are now sharing authority with the average person.

The authority of our friends and family is not new, it’s just that our inner circle of trusted advisors 
has been digitized. The dialogue that is exchanged at play-dates and cocktail parties is now 
occurring online as well—and it is this shift in how we interact with each other that has enabled 
the shift in authority. The Internet—specifically social media such as blogs, reviews, and social 
networking sites—has enhanced the voice of the average person and allowed us to connect 
with one another more often, more conveniently, and in a digital environment where we can take 
immediate action based on our advisor’s feedback. 

We can see this in a number of areas. Take newspapers, where bloggers have effectively changed 
the landscape of who is deemed authoritative enough to report the news. The citizen journalist is 
now often deemed credible, and therefore given authority. Need proof? Look at MSNBC’s Citizen 
Journalist Report, which shifts the authority of news reporting to its users, or Digg, which surfaces 
news by popularity. Or, OhmyNews.com, which TIME magazine called “the people news source.”

In the world of education, online educators are gaining ground against traditional models as well. 
As online universities see their enrollments rising, organizations such as Wikibooks (yes, they’re the 
folks from Wikipedia) are developing a library of free, searchable, editable textbooks.

Revenue creation has experienced an authority shift as well. Consider sites such Epinions, where 
reviewers earn money for their contributions, or Revver, which shares revenue with its content 
creators. In these cases and more, the authority of who gets paid is decided by the site’s users.

While the “authority shift” from mainstream media to citizen and social media may seem daunting 
to advertisers accustomed to the traditional media dynamics, it actually presents an opportunity 
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The Death of the Page View:  
How AJAX, RSS, and Widgets 
Will Force Us to Define a New 
Metric for User Engagement
by Garrick Schmitt VP User Experience, San Francisco

The page view is dying. And new technologies emerging out of 
Web 2.0, like AJAX, RSS, and widgets, are helping to kill it off. 
 
Of course, this is happening just as we’ve grown comfortable with 
the page view as a meaningful metric. It is, after all, the predomi-
nant way that we measure the relative popularity of a digital prop-
erty. It’s also the way the online media are both bought and sold. 
And for those who rely on advertising inventory (e.g., “pages”) for 
revenue, you should be concerned. But for those who care deeply 
about the quality of user experiences, you should be thrilled. 
Let me explain why.
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How big a deal is all of this? Huge. Just look at last year’s news that MySpace had passed Yahoo! in monthly page views. 
Those in the know were aware that Yahoo! had been leveraging AJAX to dramatically improve its customer experience for 
quite some time. In fact, Yahoo! uses AJAX on its home page for a variety of things, but most prominently to allow users to 
check their inboxes on the massively popular Yahoo! Mail—thereby negating millions upon millions of “page views” and critical 
page-driven ad revenue. The more crudely designed MySpace takes a different tack, requiring multiple page views by users to 
complete relatively simple tasks. Page views versus efficient consumer experiences: Which would you prefer?  

New Metrics for User Engagement

Clearly this has led many of us to look for a new mix of more meaningful metrics. My prediction: In 2007, before comScore 
and the like agree on a page-view replacement, look for savvy marketers to start eschewing the page view in favor of much 
more telling statistics like reach, frequency, and time spent on site. Also look for a greater emphasis on user-initiated metrics, 
such as subscriptions to RSS feeds and widgets, to play a bigger role. 
 
Further out, look for two more big shifts:

AJAX Metrics and Time-Based Ad Serving. Analytic tools are already capable of measuring AJAX interactions. They 
simply monitor the number of requests to a server AJAX makes (known as an “event”), which allows us to infer interactivity. 
However, that’s still not a replacement for the page-view metric. Instead, look for this AJAX measurement to trigger time-
based ad serving (e.g., the serving of ads, which refresh, over a given span of time). This seems like a much more appropriate 
tactic given the sheer amount of time users are spending while consuming audio and video online today.

User Participation Metrics. The rise of social networks like MySpace and social media like Digg and del.icio.us took 
the world by storm last year. Look for ‘07 and ‘08 to bring a host of new ways to actually measure how users are actively 
engaging with a digital property. From counting “posts” (commenting on a page) to quantifying submissions of content/media 
(such as audio or video) to a given site, this year will see a number of new metrics associated with the social Web. After all, 
isn’t the property that causes the most conversation (or interaction) truly the most popular?

If history has taught us anything, 
it’s that the only constant in 
this industry is change. So join 
me in bidding the page view a 
fond farewell and get ready to 
embrace what’s next. 

AJAX. AJAX is reason number one for the death of the page view. For years most 
of us in the Web-design world struggled to create highly efficient Web sites that 
required a minimal number of clicks to get users where they wanted to go. However, 
up until last year or so, we were largely stuck with the same basic page-by-page 
HTML model that has been around since the first days of the Web. But with the 
widespread adoption of AJAX, which stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, 
that’s all changed. AJAX enables us to design and build the next generation of Web 
sites and applications, where all user activity happens in one single “page.” Suddenly 
consumers can now check e-mail, get directions, pay bills, and watch as many 
videos as they would like without ever refreshing the page. One page = no more 
page views.

RSS. RSS, which stands for Really Simple Syndication, is another major factor. Up 
until recently RSS was planted firmly in the domain of early adopters (e.g., geeks) 
who preferred to receive content from publishers like the New York Times or blogs 
like Boing Boing and read it in special RSS readers (from Google or Ask)—all without 
ever actually having to visit those Web sites. Now, with Microsoft incorporating RSS 
into the new Internet Explorer and Windows Vista releases, RSS is going mainstream. 
In the near future the notion of actually having to visit a Web site, let alone a page, will 
become antiquated. Some noteworthy pundits are predicting that RSS will become 
the mechanism for video distribution, allowing consumers to subscribe to traditional 
television shows without ever having to channel surf (or Web surf) again.

Widgets. Newsweek has declared ‘07 as the year of the widget, and with good 
reason. Widgets, which are primarily JavaScript or Flash file interface elements (like 
text boxes or windows) that a computer interacts with, are going mainstream. Today 
you can download widgets (sometimes called “gadgets”) to your desktop to monitor 
stock portfolios, weather, photos, news, and a good deal more—this has been baked 
into the Mac OS and, now, Windows Vista. But the biggest growth will be in widgets 
that are incorporated into Web pages. YouTube, with its video streams plastered 
across the Web, is the most prominent example. Ditto photo streams from Flickr. 
And advertisers like Volkswagen and Purina are jumping into the fray by sponsoring 
downloadable desktop applications (see VW’s desktop calendar). Widgets signal a 
whole new way of experiencing the Web; we’ll no longer be constrained to “pages” 
but can experience any type of application in any environment at any time.  
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The basic concepts of how advertisers gain access to audiences have 
been around for a very long time:  

 • Cost per thousand impressions (CPM) 
 • Pay-per-view 
 • Subscription 
 • Sponsorship or underwriting 
 • Revenue sharing or “points”

However, when these concepts are hitched to digital-era opportunities, the derivatives increase exponentially as technology and 
social media conspire to redefine what users want to see and how they choose to view it. Digital platforms enable consumer 
participation and that participation will continue to expand and change the way that content (and advertising) is monetized.
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But all of the new combinations of content and cost are only half the story. As the business models and 
monetization of content and its distribution evolve, so too must the ability to assign a value to the audience 
connections they enable.

Is a view worth a certain CPM? Is one click more valuable than another? Should we be willing to pay on a 
sliding scale? And who sets the scale?  

Wannamaker’s famous 50% is shrinking. Better technology, better research, and better analytical models are 
providing ever-greater insight into the value of communications plans and their impact on business. Marketers 
who can overcome internal hurdles (organizational structure, data aggregation, legacy systems) and external 
ones (cross-channel purchase options, integrated marketing and measurement) can derive greater insight 
toward maximizing or optimizing their investment. Leverage the data in order to leverage the dollars.  

Again, this evolution is not an immediate danger of replacing existing cost structures, but will bring additional 
opportunities and complexity for advertisers to contend with, at least initially. For 2007, ensuring that 
experiments in costs and distribution methods are matched with robust measures will be a crucial element for 
advertisers to succeed. Finding ways to move beyond oversimplified click-based conversions on one end of the 
measurement spectrum, and brand-oriented recall and awareness scores on the other, will be another defining 
element of the new Web economy.  

Better quantifying the business impact of brand messaging (number of customers migrated closer to purchase) 
and better qualifying acquisition efforts (are certain behaviors worth more, and can their value be tied to actual 
advertising costs in real time?) will be the focus of the new evaluations.  

One element that plays a significant role in media valuation is scale. As the old model of mass media (the 
distribution model of one to many) continues to fragment and greater user control impacts message delivery 
(creating a new distribution model of many to many), there is a growing need to aggregate reach and 
compliment exposure through digital channels.  

With the rise of social media and the opportunity for people to more easily communicate with and influence 
others, concepts like word-of-mouth marketing and viral marketing, leveraging user-generated content and 
brand advocates and ambassadors, become viable tools for building reach in the new “we”conomy.

That is not to say that the types of monetization models that have been 
dominant for the past couple of generations will disappear. Rather, the 
expanded opportunities to distribute—and therefore monetize—content 
will provide additional revenue streams and layers of complexity.  

Consider some of the following examples:

• Revver and Federated Media (among others) share advertising revenue  
 with all content creators, enticing some of the best existing and  
 emerging talents to distribute through them.

• WSJ.com and other subscriber-paid content sites will offer sponsored  
 access to content, either to the general public for a short period of  
 time or to a subset of the population, based on the guidelines of the  
 sponsoring advertiser.

• Pay-per-call model translates an established model (pay-per-click) from  
 an online response to an offline response—inbound phone calls.

• New technologies are enabling “plinking,” or product linking— 
 embedding product links within video streams, making elements of a  
 video into potential response channels for viewers interested in learning  
 more about what they see.

• Business 2.0 is beginning to compensate its writers based on the  
 number of readers a writer’s blog can garner. (More readers translates to  
 more advertising impressions to sell.)

• Auctions and real-time bidding are no longer considered new, but  
 applying such cost models to traditional media vehicles is. Google’s  
 foray into traditional media serves to bring digital thinking to the  
 traditional media space.

“It turns out  
that success  
is 1 percent  
inspiration, 
99 percent 
monetization.” 
– Bob Garfield, Wired magazine, 
   December 2006
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The 
New (Media) 
world order

by Bruce Woolsey, VP Advanced Marketing Solutions, Seattle
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So what do we do as marketers? Before anything else, we must stop looking to traditional television. 
The 15- and 30-second spots evolved within outdated parameters, and seem almost ludicrous in an 
interactive environment. We must create customer experiences around the media attributes now available 
to us and the consumer—attributes like interactivity, relevance, portability, and choice. And we must tailor 
our message to be effective in the medium where it is heard. The print ad and the 30-second spot will 
remain, but they are joined now by a host of undefined formats—formats that will continue to challenge 
our creativity, our innovativeness, and our commitment to our customer.

Prediction. Marketing strategies will increasingly 
need to start with the digital channel. The 
interactive environment will become the central 
expression of a brand, and all other media will 
work to drive customers into that experience. 
The changes of the last decade will pale in 
comparison to those of the next—interactive 
video, mobile media, and the immersive 
qualities of gaming will challenge us to find 
new perspectives, new frameworks, and new 
standards. We are fortunate to be living in a 
transformational era in advertising—and we can 
either resist these changes or welcome them for 
what they are: a fantastic opportunity to redefine 
the customer experience. Ain’t it grand?

To be a fly on the ad-agency wall when television burst on the scene. 
Imagine the consternation when some youngster proposed the creation 
of ads with sound and motion—instead of just repurposing print layouts. 
“What? Are you crazy? Imagine the expense! The new skills! The print 
model works, for Pete’s sake—why would we meddle with success?”  
One can almost feel the undercurrent of stark terror as experts realized 
they’d need to learn new technologies, new strategies, new tactics.

Television advertising succeeded because agencies eventually learned to 
embrace the new attributes of motion and sound. And of course viewers 
expected advertising to leverage the new attributes—repurposing print 
ads would have failed to recognize those expectations, and would have 
alienated and annoyed.

You know where this is headed. Things are shifting once again—and just 
as drastically as they did 50 years ago. Interactivity and control are two 
completely new media attributes, and consumers are starting to expect 
them in their media. The iPod and TiVo have changed the way we look 
at music and television, and the rate of change is only increasing as 
production and distribution of media continue to evolve.  

And again, we are terrified. Interactivity? Consumer control? Optimization? 
Technology? These are not terms historically associated with advertising. 
But they are now, whether we like it or not. And we must not only accept 
this reality—we must embrace it.

And here is the good news: The new reality offers us the broadest 
marketing palette in history. We can now embrace the relevance, 
interactivity, and portability of print with the sound and motion of video. To 
those attributes we can add efficient personalization, rapid optimization, 
and rich customer data. We can create immersive, entertaining 
experiences. We can narrow the top of the customer funnel, reaching 
only our target customer—and then guide them through the purchase 
process, one step at a time. The limited parameters of print and television 
advertising are obliterated—and the new parameters seem limitless.
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DOR: “Local search” has been identified as a significant growth category 
for 2007. How are smart marketers considering and employing this tactic?

NL: Marketers will want to first identify the differences between their core 
search audience and their local search audience. For example, their local 
search customer might be more inclined to be looking for directions, for a 
telephone number, and to book an appointment, or for a specific service 
close to the area in which they are or are traveling to. Search marketers  
will build a tailored keyword list focused on this audience, with more 
emphasis on geographic and local qualifiers and/or target ads by IP 
addresses (which has obvious limitations). Search marketers will also 
consider tailored landing pages (e.g., driving customers to book an 
appointment online, to a list of telephone numbers, or to a list of specific 
outlets they require in the region specified). 

Another important consideration will be the messaging employed. 
Companies without a site will undoubtedly want to include a telephone 
number, but this may be a tactic employed by other advertisers (e.g., 
restaurants who want to take calls for reservations). The underlying 
approach will be to consider requirements throughout and employ very 
different tactics to that of a standard paid search campaign.

DOR: Has Google won?

NL: Google has not won in a race which has no end. There is no 
benchmark for this industry and Google is not more than 10 years old. 
There will be plenty of opportunity for other competitors to play catch-up 
further down the line. There are trends which may suggest ways in which 
Google will begin to lose ground over the coming years. Search vendors 
may more and more depend on inventory from sites where the most time is 
spent. As consumer behavior begins to change and we begin to be more 
accustomed to searching from our desktops, favorite community boards, 
or even favorite online television channels, there may be a bigger shift away 
from traditionally searching on the home pages. All the search engines are 
ultimately dependant on consumer behavior and any big change over the 
coming years will no doubt impact Google’s future autonomy.

Digital Outlook Report: What are the most important trends in search for 2007?

Nathan Levi: The diversification of the way in which consumers are looking for information, which has been 
dubbed “the human side of search.”

Improvements in bid-management tools, making search management and optimization easier for marketers.   

DOR: How do you think the new search players like Swicki, Rollyo, and Like.com will affect the search 
landscape (consumer adoption, marketing budgets) in the coming year?

NL: There are a number of further questions we might need to ask in order to answer this. How quickly will 
consumers adapt to these new ways of searching? Will Google or Yahoo! decide to acquire these smaller 
players and make them part of their own overall strategy? How will these smaller players (or the broad-based 
search engines) commoditize social, personalized, and behavioral search effectively? These three unknowns 
make it very difficult to make any definitive predictions. It does seem very unlikely these new players will have 
any serious impact in 2007; any big change in behavior will more likely be the result of the broad-based search 
engines acquiring these new players and giving them a mass audience. Even if this were to happen, there’s 
the problem of commoditization, which presents huge challenges for any search engine—meaning marketing 
budgets will likely remain unaffected in the short to medium term.

DOR: What are the opportunities and challenges presented by the penetration of mobile search?

NL: The challenge for search engines is to make mobile as user friendly as possible with the obvious constraints 
it presents. The search engine to ultimately succeed in mobile is the one which forecasts correctly how 
consumers will want to use this new technology in two or three years’ time.

The promise of mobile search really lies in its combination with other technology like GPS, as it becomes a 
navigational tool in the purest sense. Trends in local search might point to how consumers might want to use 
mobile search in the future; these data will become integral to how search engines will lay out their mobile 
strategy in the next year.

As mobile becomes more sophisticated and consumers begin to search not just by using their keypad, but 
visually and orally, marketers will need to adapt to this change in behavior and technology. In terms of campaign 
strategy, mobile search will be much less focused on keyword lists and copy.
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DOR: So how do I get people to respond to my message and pass it on?

IM: When we break down every “viral” ever passed on, they all fall into six distinct campaign types. By 
knowing the six types of viral campaign and the motivation behind each, we can begin to put some logic 
and reason into building content that can hopefully become viral. For example, if you have ever received 
a jpeg or a joke, or been sent a YouTube video by e-mail, then you have seen an example of what we 
define as an “ego campaign”—the most common form of viral. This viral content has been passed 
on because the sender has an egotistical motive for delivering the content to another person—i.e., 
by sending the content, it makes them appear to be “funny” or “knowledgeable.” It’s just like telling a 
joke at the bar (it’s not your joke, but by telling the joke it makes you appear funny). Understanding the 
motive means we are able to tap into the reason for passing content to others. 

DOR: We’ve heard a lot about the consequences of failed viral campaigns. What are the common 
pitfalls a marketer should avoid?

IM: First and foremost, we need to acknowledge that being “transparent and honest” plays a big role in 
a successful outcome. Viral marketing is different from guerrilla marketing. For instance, flogs are not an 
acceptable form of viral marketing. Of course this starts to look like an oxymoron—i.e., generally people 
won’t pass on an advert—but this is where we start to understand the fine art of creating content 
that is user-centric by design, one that supports a marketing message that doesn’t detract from the 
consumer’s desire to redistribute the content.

DOR: We’ve talked a bit about understanding the consumer, creating the content, and how to avoid 
some of the common pitfalls of viral marketing. What else should we consider before launching a viral 
marketing campaign?

IM: Seeding a viral campaign is an art form in its own right. The measurability of a campaign is another 
(the success of a viral campaign cannot be judged by “unique visitors” alone). 

The digital landscape is ever changing and with it the methods of sending and receiving viral content, 
which will continue to make successful viral marketing a moving target. But, by understanding the 
desires of the consumer, their motivation and respecting the rules of engagement, we are a step closer 
to being able to use viral as a tangible form of media that delivers results.

Digital Outlook Report: “Viral” is used to describe so many aspects of the 
Web and of user behavior these days. What is the real definition of that term?   

Iain McDonald: “Viral” has been referred to as the most misunderstood term 
in marketing today. A general definition probably reads something like this:

 “On the Internet, viral marketing is any marketing technique that induces  
 Web sites or users to pass on a marketing message to other sites or   
 users, creating a potentially exponential growth in the message’s visibility  
 and effect.”

A deeper look into this phenomena and we can quickly realize that in terms of 
scale and reach it is unprecedented … and it is also the most volatile. We’ve 
all seen viral behavior at work, but few could claim to have truly harnessed or 
controlled it. 

DOR: How can a marketer create a successful viral campaign?

IM: Sounds easy, doesn’t it? “Create something cool, everyone will pass it 
on and we just got heaps of advertising for free.” If only it was that simple. 
The reality is that in order to tap into viral we need to understand the actual 
mechanic and driving force of viral behavior, know how to initiate it, monitor it, 
and importantly be able to translate it into a tangible form of ROI.

To begin, we need to commit ourselves to this single golden truth about  
viral campaigns: 

 “Agencies do not create viral campaigns; the consumer creates  
 viral campaigns.”

Understanding this truth allows us to take a quantum step forward in terms of 
how we begin to create content that allows our consumer to engage willingly. 
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DOR: Why is WPF significant?

RV: WPF is a new way for people to build and interact with Rich Internet 
Applications and leverage the new capabilities of Vista. WPF will allow us 
to build new exciting desktop or browser-based applications leveraging 
the higher-powered graphics card. Behind the new WPF is a set of 
technology development tools that allows us to build these applications 
quickly, taking advantage of the new features.

DOR: How did Microsoft address the need for a better and convergent 
entertainment experience?

RV: The Vista Media Center Edition will provide a significant improvement 
on the user experience, from a performance and feature perspective. 
Media Center gives you a place to manage music, videos, pictures, 
television (DVR), and applications for a 10-foot or remote control–based 
experience. Using Media Center and the Media Center Extender devices, 
the PC has a firm place in your living room. It’s a change agent for the 
way we think of the living room and television watching experience. With 
extender devices getting more pervasive (e.g., Xbox) and even potentially 
getting built directly into televisions, it’s likely we will be seeing more of 
MCE everywhere. 

DOR: With all of the features Microsoft set out to include, did they get 
everything in that they had planned?

RV: Microsoft did end up dropping some very neat low-level technology 
features like a database-driven file system, but they make up for it with 
all of their great new additions from the user experience perspective. A 
business or end user can always go with a Windows “capable” version 
that wouldn’t include any of the functionality that needs a graphics card, 
but who would want to do that?

Digital Outlook Report: It’s taken quite a while for Microsoft to launch 
Windows Vista and there has been debate about the necessity of a new 
platform. What do you think?

Ray Velez: Yes, it’s taken some time, and it’s taken some more time, but 
Vista is finally here. There have been some ups and downs as to what is 
included in Vista, but trust me, there’s a lot of new stuff there, including 
some amazing technology changes.

DOR: Like what?

RV: From the first time you start Vista up, it definitely looks like they 
took the user experience seriously. Vista requires a 3-D graphics card 
and they use it wisely with their Windows Aero capabilities. Vista sends 
all user experience requests directly to the graphics card, resulting in a 
significant improvement in the way Windows handles activities like video 
display, switching across applications, transparent windows, and very 
cool 3-D applications. 

Visually, just about everything is “smoother,” due to the adoption of 
double buffering to improve the way windows display. Vista has built 
the concept of Sidebar Gadgets into the operating system, enabling 
the end user to have persistent little applications always available, like 
news, stocks, weather, intranet contributions, and lots more. Internet 
Explorer 7 has updated itself with all the latest browser innovations, like 
tabs and integrated phishing filters, as well as adding a new security 
model for handling passwords across Web sites, called Card Spaces. 
The integrated search features will make it faster and easier to find both 
applications and documents. 

Another significant addition to the user experience is the Windows 
Presentation Framework (WPF). 
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enterprise (call center, Web systems, notification systems, sales communication systems, and various 
marketing groups). These companies can detect how e-mail is sent, received, if it’s filtered to junk-mail 
folders by discrete ISP. They provide blacklist alerts, link validation, and also provide detailed views of 
each e-mail in over 20+ e-mail readers, so marketers can see the user experience with image blocking, in 
preview panes versus maximized views. 

Most high-volume e-mail delivery companies leverage one or several of these services and typically have 
direct relationships with the top Internet Service Provider postmasters. All of the delivery service providers 
listed above have integrated in one form or another with e-mail delivery platforms (ASPs), making the 
monitoring of e-mail delivery a basic performance reporting factor.

DOR: It sounds like the data available in the e-mail channel have become a lot more robust and tougher 
to manage. How are marketers addressing those challenges?

DB: The cluttered environment that is most e-mail inboxes these days requires additional attention to 
relevance and efficiency on the part of e-mail marketers, making analytics an important and valuable step 
in any successful e-mail marketing effort. While much of the focus has shifted from “batch” sending of 
e-mail to more relevant personalized communications, the reality is that many marketers are not prepared 
for this shift in sophistication (only 15% of executives surveyed in the WebTrends CMO Report indicated 
they have dedicated staff for Web analytics).  

DOR: How can marketers evolve their e-mail analytics strategy to meet the challenge of a more 
sophisticated delivery strategy?

DB: To enable a targeted and relevant e-mail marketing execution leveraging Web-site clickstream data, 
marketers will need to embrace Business Intelligence (BI). The art of making decisions predicated on 
data and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will drive the future success of e-mail programs. Dashboards 
will allow marketers to correlate acquisition sources to customer segments and track through to an 
iterative view of how those segments perform over the duration of a campaign. By isolating key customer 
segments, marketers can understand the impacts of promotional messaging, the environment (e-mail 
account), and response to help in targeting or “top prospecting.”

The dashboards of the future will migrate past simple campaign-over-campaign reports and channel-over-
channel views of performance; it will require a cross-channel view of performance based on key business 
goals. No longer will performance be saved for the general marketing group; KPI-driven programs will 
make individual departments more accountable and dashboards will be the catalyst. 

Digital Outlook Report: The migration of e-mail from the desktop to mobile devices has begun. What should marketers consider 
as the use of PDAs and smartphones continues to increase?

David Baker: Mobile e-mail presents challenges to marketers in delivering the type of user experience typically reserved for larger 
browsers. The relatively small display window and usability of the devices presents the greatest challenges. There are essentially 
four factors that affect how an e-mail is rendered on a mobile device, PDA, or smartphone:

 • Operating system (Palm OS, Windows Mobile, Symbian) 
 • The service provider (Sprint, Verizon, T-Mobile) 
 • The device itself (Treo 650, BlackBerry 8700, HP iPAQ) 
 • The user settings

Marketing pieces that are optimized to HTML and larger screens don’t render well in certain mobile operating systems and 
compressed screens and, today, it is virtually impossible to detect if the user is receiving the e-mail at their desktop, laptop, or 
mobile device. (There is not yet a standard for e-mail content or sniffer technology that allows detection much like multipart MIME 
does with e-mail software.)  

DOR: How will successful marketers account for these mobile delivery challenges?

DB: Organizations will shift their opt-in strategies and permission strategies to accommodate the “on-the-go” consumer. No longer 
will a simple e-mail address be enough; they will ask for a secondary e-mail address and indication of whether the consumer 
answers e-mail on a mobile device. Until the infrastructure and smart detection of device is available, marketers will rely on the 
consumers to self-manage their user profiles.

DOR: E-mail delivery has gotten a lot more complicated by consumer frustration with spam, federal legislation, and state-level 
child protection laws/registries. How have marketers been affected by these changes and what are companies doing to evolve 
their practices?

DB: Corporations have carried much of the burden of compliance with CAN-SPAM, with help from the ISPs, who have become 
the police and enforcers of delivery—each in their own way. ISPs and private corporations have ramped spam-filtering policies, 
which explains why, over the last year, we’ve seen an increase in “false positives” (delivery of e-mail that is NOT spam blocked by 
ISPs). Today, over 40% of marketing e-mail sent to business environments gets filtered before it gets to the inbox.

The complexities in managing e-mail and managing the reputation of an organization’s delivery of e-mail has spawned a new breed 
of “deliverability” service providers like Habeas, Pivotal Veracity, Return Path, and Goodmail. These companies integrate 
with e-mail companies and provide ad hoc services for clients looking to analyze all points of the e-mail delivery at all points of the 
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DOR: You have said that storyline will become increasingly important in 
digital advertising. What do you mean by that and why is it becoming 
more important?

OC: I like stories; most people like stories. It’s entertaining to listen to a 
good story; it makes people think, makes them laugh, surprises them. 
They are getting personally involved by good stories. Involvement is more 
and more difficult to achieve because of the over-saturation of messaging 
all around us. Our vision of digital communication is to connect all relevant 
media within a bigger storyline, where the single elements tell only a part 
of it, but the smart interlocking of all of them delivers the complete, more 
powerful message. The total gets more than the sum of its components. 

DOR: How are you approaching mobile from a creative perspective, taking 
into account the smaller screen and arguably shorter attention spans on 
that platform?

OC: The mobile phone as a device, which is very personally connected 
to its owner and his/her everyday life, has a lot of potential for creative 
concepts. Technological challenges (screen sizes, resolutions, different 
international standards) and the connected costs do slow down the 
development and often cripple the output to ring tones and wallpapers. 
That will change and brilliant examples show the way. We firmly believe 
that mobile applications have a bright future, especially because the 
borders toward the Web are going to become blurry (flashlight, iPhone, 
etc.). To have the Internet in your pocket is a thrilling vision. 

Digital Outlook Report: How do you think the advent of consumer-generated media 
will affect the role of the creative agency this year and beyond?

Olaf Czeschner: Users generate content. During the last couple of years they 
integrated the digital communication channels firmly into their lives and published their 
opinion to the Web 2.0 audience that is growing constantly. Creative agencies and 
clients have to come up with concepts that utilize this constant flow of information for 
their brands. Who could be a better, more credible ambassador for a brand/product 
than a consumer who is a loyal fan? But: How is he identified? How can we give away 
responsibility to certain users and enable them to persuade others? This is a paradigm 
shift that needs courage from the clients and clever ideas from agencies. 

DOR: Are there new digital palettes/technologies you are especially excited about? 
Obviously the adoption and penetration of video must inspire you.

OC: Video content—enabled through new technologies and broader bandwidth—will 
be one big challenge for agencies. Tearing down borders between information, 
animation, and video within a truly interactive environment will lead to an exciting user 
experience that goes far beyond a 30-second TV spot. Stories can be told in a never-
seen-before way and involve users in a thrilling dialogue with brands.

DOR: The creative process has historically begun with the 30-second spot, but it 
seems there is a new opportunity for digital creative to become the genesis of the 
creative process. Do you believe this is true and how will that change the dynamics 
between digital and traditional agencies?

OC: I firmly believe that “digital thinking” has become indispensable for successful 
marketing concepts. Consumers don’t think in channels, but pick naturally the offer 
that connects the most with their lifestyle and needs. This can be Web, mobile, in-
game advertising, blogs, podcasts, and much more. Traditional agencies are very 
experienced in understanding brands and telling stories. Digital agencies have built up 
know-how and real understanding of the digital realm. The creative process should start 
with a nucleus of creative people (no matter which organization they belong to) who 
understand both and come up with integrated ideas that do reflect the modern users’ 
lives, not structures of agencies.
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DOR: How robust are the mobile marketing opportunities? 

GH: Even with the speedy development, mobile marketing is not yet  
an established marketing vehicle. Whenever there is budget left, a 
marketer might consider using mobile as a test or supplement to the 
whole marketing campaign, and most are still employing basic strategies 
using SMS.

DOR: All of those SMS messages, from contacts and marketers, must 
make for a fairly cluttered inbox. How can marketers stand out? 

GH: Marketers should always focus on innovative usage to attract users’ 
attention and achieve favorable results. A good illustration was the usage 
of QR Code from Nike Hong Kong during World Football 2006. QR Code, 
when being utilized in Japan, was always linked up with WAP (Wireless 
Application Protocol), yet in the case of Hong Kong, where 2.5G usage is 
still not as popular, Nike smartly twisted the concept and applied it in ways 
that covered the mass consumers. (For more on Nike’s use of QR Code, 
please see page 30.)

Digital Outlook Report: The U.S. interactive industry often points to Asia 
as an example of where things might be headed. What is the current 
state of the mobile market in Hong Kong?

Grace Ho: Mobile development is accelerating in recent years in Hong 
Kong. According to the Office of the Telecommunications Authority, 
HKSAR, mobile subscription amounted to 9.33 million in October 2006, 
which is equivalent to 135% penetration per person. The number of 
SMSes sent out was overwhelming for such a small city, with a total of 
2.5 billion messages sent within the year. With a population of 6.8 million, 
that’s one SMS per day per person; five times the number sent a year ago!  

DOR: What are consumers doing with two mobile phones? How do they 
use each differently?

GH: Many people in Hong Kong travel to China frequently, which requires 
a different SIM card. Therefore, many people have two mobile phones 
for usage in Hong Kong and China. Also, service providers are using free 
mobile phones as incentive for service subscriptions, so even though one 
has his own mobile phone, he will be enticed to get a new one, especially 
if it’s a new model. Of course, lots of people are just “trendsetters” and 
need to have the next big thing.

DOR: Has the market established standard protocols?

GH:  With the diversity of mobile phone brands and different service 
providers (2G/3G) in the market, no “SINGLE” solution is available. 
Marketers are being exposed to different opportunities to reach their target 
consumers through new technological development; one should pick the 
right mix for each marketing campaign based on the usage behaviors of 
their target and the message they are trying to convey.  
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DOR: Is convergence making your job harder? In what ways? How are you meeting those challenges?

MC: Convergence is making my job more exciting. Interactive marketing has evolved from an “add-on” 
to become a critical element of our clients’ marketing toolkits.

Each channel has its unique strengths and one challenge is when we’re not at the table early on in the 
planning process. Interactive marketing excels not only at generating awareness and interest but also in 
driving deeper engagement, capturing customer information, and creating word of mouth, among other 
things. The clients who have taken an integrated planning approach and leveraged the best of each 
channel have seen a real difference in the success of their campaigns.

Another big challenge is measuring the value of different tactics within the convergence marketing mix. 
At the end of the day, how do you know what worked and in turn what to invest in going forward? One 
approach we’ve taken is setting up a robust testing and measurement plan—for example, you can test 
different combination of tactics at a geography market level (e.g., market A: TV and online, market B: 
events only, market C: mobile only, etc.) and overlay in-store and online sales or traffic against each of 
these markets. That’s just one idea. There are a number of other approaches, such as our proprietary 
ChannelScope™ method, surveys, tracking codes, and consumer panel data like Nielsen Homescan.

DOR: How do you believe Business Intelligence and dashboards will evolve over the next five years?

MC: Over the past few years, clients have become very sophisticated in their measurement of 
everything from media campaigns to site activity to e-mail programs. Often, each of these tactics is 
supported by a standalone measurement system, and it’s still very cost and labor intensive to get 
them to “talk” to each other. There’s no doubt this will change—we’re already doing it in the Business 
Intelligence dashboards we’ve been creating for clients. However, as the ease of gathering and 
integrating data improves, the need for actionable analysis and interpretation of the data will also 
increase. 

But I don’t want the idea of the perfect solution to paralyze companies from taking any action at 
all, because this is still a huge undertaking. Whether it’s a simple Excel spreadsheet that’s manually 
assembled or a sophisticated automated dashboard solution, the key is to be looking at the data 
across all the different tactics and even channels and to learn from it.  

Digital Outlook Report: What is the question you get most often from clients?

Margie Chiu: A common question I get is, “We’re not a transactional site; how do we measure 
success?” We start with the overall business objectives and map those down to the strategy 
and tactics, and finally metrics. This framework often reveals metrics that otherwise may not be 
considered and also ensures that you always know why you’re measuring something. Metrics 
like unique visitors, pages views, and visits are the most commonly used site measurements, but 
if your goal is to “increase likelihood to purchase,” you should consider creating a custom KPI 
based on page views of product locator page, time spent on product detail pages, and repeat 
visit rate. A client who’s interested in “increasing brand relevance” may aggregate engagement 
metrics such as registrants, referrals, frequency, and recency of visit. I also advise clients to go 
beyond the site and consider metrics such as offline purchases, site survey data, call center 
interactions. There’s no one answer to this question, and the best path forward is to start with 
your objectives and gather the set of metrics that’s right for your business.

DOR: What is the biggest challenge facing marketers in the coming year around their data  
and analytics?

MC: The metrics that most companies still rely on today haven’t kept up with the changes in 
the digital landscape. For example, what is a “page view” when the entire site is served within a 
single Flash “page”? Should a “rollover” be given the same value as a “click”? And that doesn’t 
even begin to address things such as social media, RIA, video, and mobile. Right now, there’s 
no agreement on metrics beyond the basics like visits, conversions, and page views. The near-
term solution may be to map some of these interactions to Web 1.0 metrics but ultimately we’re 
going to redefine how and what we measure.

DOR: What has been the biggest change in the field of digital analytics over the past year?  

MC: One of the most significant changes I’ve noticed is in companies’ attitudes about analytics. 
Years ago, many marketers were measuring anything and everything. Then with the era of 
downsizing and budget cuts, some of the more ambitious efforts didn’t stand up to scrutiny 
because much of the data collected simply was not really being used, or being looked at once 
or twice and then never again because it required too much effort. Recently, the pendulum has 
been swinging the other way again as companies realize that a lot of good also came out of their 
earlier efforts. The difference is that today’s programs are much more disciplined, grounded in a 
strategy aligned with business goals, and supported by the right people and processes.
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Five Things Every Executive Should Know  
About Digital in 2007



Your Web site is like everYthing and nothing You’ve 
ever knoWn. 
Your Web site is the central expression of your company’s brand. It’s a 
product showcase and a customer service center. It’s your company’s 
most profitable store and your best communications tool. It’s an 
information hub. It’s a testing ground for new ideas. It’s the place where 
different people from different places with different needs have an 
experience that’s tailored just for them.

At least it should be.
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distribution Will trump destination.   
As it becomes harder to get people to come to a content site, it becomes 
critical to distribute your content where they already go. You’re seeing 
MTV distribute content on Google Video (and across the Google AdSense 
network of sites); ABC, among many others, making its shows available 
on iTunes; CBS putting shows on YouTube; and Time Inc. distributing 
content on Brightcove. All have realized that building destination sites 
alone simply won’t do. Get ready for Fragmentation Nation—content will 
be syndicated so far and wide, it will make cable television look positively 
concentrated.

accountabilitY Will rule the daY.   
In the past, a competitive review, a dated research report, or a finger in 
the wind was enough to pull together and measure a marketing plan. 
Online advertising changed everything; Pandora’s Box was opened, and it 
contained metrics, sales, and accountability. There is no going back. Other 
media channels will adapt, or they will see ad dollars slowly drift away.
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todaY’s Web is in its “uncle miltY” stage.   
More than 50 years ago, Milton Berle’s television programs captivated 
the country. While incredibly popular and important in TV’s history, the 
experience of a grainy black-and-white program pales in comparison to 
the TiVo-driven HD world that we can experience today. We’re about to 
see the same type of change online. Today’s Web is dominated by text 
and static images. Tomorrow’s Web will be a high-speed, personalized, 
video-laden, go-anywhere, view-anything, use-any-device experience. 
Whether AJAX, Second Life, YouTube, or Windows Vista, there are a  
host of developments that, in total, will fundamentally change the way  
we use the Web. 

the consumer is not in control.    
This might be a surprise, because the notion of “consumer control” is 
widely accepted. But you still control your brands. You decide what 
products are launched. You implement customer service policies. You 
price your products. However, you are now dealing with an “activist 
consumer” who has a voice, and it can be a loud one. These consumers 
expect to have things on their terms—what they want and when they want 
it. They assume that if you can’t provide what they need, your competitor 
will. They are well informed, researching their purchases as a matter of 
course. They have embraced social media, and sharing their experiences 
and opinions in a public way is the norm. They may not be in control, but if 
you ignore these activist consumers, chances are you won’t be in control 
much longer, either.
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